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Ground Water Hydrology and 
Construction of Wells and Tubewells 

16.1. Deimition an,d General Introduction 

---"-'---16 

Ground water is the underground water that occurs in the saturated zone of variable 
thickness and depth, below the Earth's surface. Cracks and pores in the existing ro.cks 
and unconsolidated crystal layers, make up a large underground reservoir, where part 
of precipitation is stored~ 

Ground:water is largely tapped for irrigating crops in India. So much so that about 
, 46% of our total irrigated area, gets its irrigation water from this source. Most of our 

minor irrigation schemes*, make use of this source of supply. Besides its use for 
irrigation, ground water is also used as a source of water supply for municipal purposes. 

The gi;ound water is utilised through wells and tubewells. Various lifting 
devices, such as those using animal, manual, diesel, or electric power, may be used, 
so as to bring the underground supplies to the surface. 

The use of open wells is a traditional method of tapping ground water in areas 
where ground watertable is high. Manual, animal, wind, diesel or electric power can 
be used for lifting water from open wells. The use of tubewells, however, is a 
subsequent development in the techniques of tapping ground water, and certainiy 

·-requires .diesel or.electric power. ·-·-·-· - ----·- ------

16.2. Occurrence of Ground Water 

The rainfall that percolates below the ground surface, passes through the voids of 
the rocks, and joins the watertable. These voids are generally inter-connected, permitting 
the ~bvement of the gi;,ound-water. But in some rocks, they may be isofated, and thus, 
preventing the movement of water between the interstices. The mode of occurrence of 
ground-water therefore, depends largely upon the type of formation, and hence depends 
upon the geology of the area. 

The possibility of occurrence of ground-water mainly depends upon two geological 
factors; i.e. (i) the porosity of the rocks; and (ii) the permeability of the rocks, as 
explained below: 

.. ~-·_16~2.1 .. ,P~r<!~~ty •. .'f!J:.e . .P<?!"O~iJy qf_~!.~k.-whichis the major geologicalcr:.it~ri_a,. for c 

occurrence of ground-water, is a quantitative measurement of the interstices or voids 
present in the rock. It is generally defined as the percentage of the voids present in a 
given volume of aggregate. Mathematically, it can be expressed as : 

* Schemes involving CCA up to 2000 hectares are minor irrigation schemes; those involving CCA 
between 2000 to 10,000 hectares are medium irrigation schemes; and those involving CCA greater than l 0,000 
hectares a.--e major irrigation schemes. . 
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Total volume of voids in the aggregate, i.e. the volume 
of water required to saturate the dry sample CVv) ' 

Total volume of the aggregate (V) 
Porosity= 

It is generally denoted by the letter n . . - v: ---- -· .. 
n =v x 100 (percent) ... (16.1) 

Porosity, in fact depends upon the shape, packing, and degree of sorting of the 
component grains in a given material. Uniform and well sorted grains (Fig, 1§. J A) give. 
rise to higher pbrosity; whereas, heterogeneous grains with irregular arrangerri:erit (Fig. 
16.lB) decrease the porosity. 

The porosity of rocks and 
unconsolidated materials may 
vary considerably. It may be less 

. than a per cent or more than 
50%. But generally, it does not 
exceed 40% except in very poor-
1 y compacted materials. In 
general, a porosity greater than 
20% is considered to be large, 
and below 5% as small, and be
tween 5 to 20% as medium. The 
porosity values for a few com
mon types of rock formations 
are given in table 16.1. 

Fig. 16.1. Diagrammatic sketch of well sorted (A) and poorly 
sorted (B) deposits. Porosity of A is greater than that of B, 
because the grains of A are all about equal in size. In B, smaller 
grains fill the spaces between the larger grains, thus reducing 
the volume of void space. 

Table 16.1. Porosity values of a few rocl!;.f orm;tf!~.ns, _ :· . . 

S.No. Type of rock formation Porosity 

I. Granite., Quartzite 1.5% 

2. Slate, Shale 4% 

3. Limestone 5 to lOIJ& 

4. Sandstone IO to 15% 

5. Sand and Gravel ·1 20to30% 

6. Only Gravel ! 25% 

7. Only Sand l 35% 

8. CJ.ay and Soil 45% 

· --16.2-:2:~-Permealiiiftyc_and-'fransmisSibility. As·· stated··above; the· ground 
water can get stored in the underground rocks, only if, ibey are sufficiently porous. In 
other words, water is get stored in the pores (voids) of the rocks; The porosity of the 
rock, thus, defining the maximum amount of water that can be stored in the rock. The 
porosity, however, in itself, does not ensure the storage of unde:rgrou.nd wat.er. Infact 
the water can enter into a rock (with any amount of porosity) only if the rock permits 
the flow of water through it,, i.e. it depends on whether the rock is permeable or n,ot. It 
may be clarified here that a rock which is porous, may or- may not be permeable. For 
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example, Shale is a porous rock, but its pore spaces are so minute that the rock remains 
impermeable. The size of the pores, is thus, quite an important factor, and it should be 
sufficiently large to make the rock permeable. 

The permeabilit'j is, therefore, defined as the ability of a rock or unconsolidated 
sediment, to transmit or pass water through itself. Transmissibility is another term which 
represents the same physical meaning, but only differing mathematically, as explained 
below: 

The capability of the entire soil of full width (b) and depth (d), (i.e. area bd) is 
represented by permeability; while that of the soil of unit width and full depth (i.e. 
b = 1 and d = d, i.e. A = d) is known as transmissibility. 

The permeability is measured in terms of coefficient of permeability which will 
be defined a little later, in article 16.6. Various methods including constant head per
meatneter and variable head permeameter, are used to measure permeability. 

16.3. Zones of Under-ground Water 

As we move down below the surface of the Earth towards its centre, water is found 
to exist in different forms in different regions. 

With regard to the existence of water at different depths, the Earth's crust can be 
divided info various zones, namely, 

(i) Zone of rock fracture; and 

(ii) Zone of rock :flowage. 

The depth of 
the zone of rock 
flowage (i.e. the 
zone in which the 
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in this. zone, be- Fig. 16.2. Zones of under-ground wat~r: · 
. cause the stresses are beyond the elastic 11m1ts anci me rocks remain in a state or p1asm; 
, -. flow. Water present in this zone is known as internal wat~r, and a hydraulic engineer, 

has nothing to do with this water. 
Above the zone of rock flowage, there li~.§_Jll~--~g{I}'.::_gf_I.Q.f.k f!aCJY.re_. Jll th_i~ 

zo-n~,-the_s_t~e-sses.are-within.the-elas.tfc limits, and the interstices do exist. Water 
is stored in the voids, the amount of which depends upon porosity:. The maximum 
depth of this zone below the ground surface, varies in the range of about 100 
metres or less to 1,000 metres or more. 

In crystalline rocks, most of the water is met within IOOm of ~4.e ~µrface; w);)ile _in 
sedim~ntary_ rocks, it is found upto depths of 1,800 m or so, although very less quantity 
is found below l ,000 m or so. 
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The zone of rock fracture can be further sub divided into two zones; one is the zone 
of saturation, i.e. the zone below the watertable, and the other is the zone of aeration, 
i.e. the zone above the watertable. 

In the zone of saturo,yon, water exists within the interstices, and is known as ground 
water. This is the most importanCzone for-aground waternydraulic engineer, because 
he has to tap out this water. Water in this zone is under hydrostatic pressure. 

The space abo've the watertable and below the surface is known as the zone of 
aeration. Water exists in this zone by molecul~r attraction. The _gravity water moves 
through this zone, and the water in this zone is not at hydrostatic pressure.:The thickness 
of this zone varies from almost none in marshy and low lying areas to about 300 metres 
or so in arid )gions. . 

This zone is also divided into three classes depending upon the number of interstices 
present. The capillary fringe is the belt overlying the zone of saturation and it does 
contain some interstitial water, and is thus a continuation to the zone of saturation; while 
the depth from the surface which is penetrated by the roots of vegetation is known as 
the soil zone. The remainder intermediate part is the intermediate zone. 

These zones have already been explained in article 2.14 and the students may refer 
back. 

I 

16.4. Movement of Ground Water and its Velocity 

16.4.1. The Watertable. The static level of water in wells penetrating the zone of 
saturation, is called the watertable. The watertable is often described as the subdued 
replica of the surface topography. It is generally higher under the hills and lower under 
the valleys, and a contour map of the watertable in any area may look like the surface 
top9graphy. 

The watertable is thus the surface of a water body· which is cori.sta:ntlf adjusting 
itself towards an equilibrium condition, with the water moving from the higher points 
to the lower points. If there were no recharge to or outflow from the ground water in a 
basin, the watertable would eventually become horizontal. But, few basins have uniform 
recharge conditions at the surface, as some areas receive more rain than others; and 
some portions of the basin have more permeable soil. Thus, when inter;nittent recharge 
does occur, mounds and ridges do form in the watertable under the areas or' greatest 
recharge. Subsequent recharge creates additional mounds, perhaps at other points in the 
basin, and the flow patten is further changed. Various other factors, such as : variations 
in permeability of aquifers; impermeable strata ; influence of lakes, streams, and wells, 
etc; do make the watertable less and less horizontal. All this gives us a picture of 
w.atertable c-onstuntly_ __ @JJ!¥ing towards equilibrium (i.e. horizontal). Because of the 
low flow rates in most of the-aquifers: tliis .. eq~-ilfbri~m -rs-farety-afrainid:before addi
tional disturbances occur. 

16.4.2. Movement of Ground Water. As discussed above, the watertable is 
generally not horizontal, and has high and low points in it, i.e. i~ is not in equilibrium. 
In order that the equilibrium is approached, water moves inside the ground from the 
high points on the watertable to the points lower down, as shown in Fig. 16.3. The rate 
at which such movement occurs is dependent upon two factors, i.e. (i) on the ability of 
the porous medium to pass water through it, i.e. on the perineability; and (ii) on the 



Fig. 16.3. Cross-sectional diagram showing the flow of ground water in a uniformly 
permeable material. The difference in elevation between point A and B of the water-table is 
Hand the distance between them in L. The hydraulic gradient is HI L. 
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driving force or hydraulic gradient ([) usually expressed as the ratio between the 
difference in elevation (Hr) of the two points on the watertable (in the direction of flow), 
and the distance l:)etween then (L). This was stated as such by Darcy, as the important 
Darcy's law, which is discussed below : 

16.4.3. Darcy's Lawfor determining Ground Wate_r Velocity. On the-- basis of 
experimental evidence, Mr. H. Darcy, a French Scientist enunciated in 1865, a law 
governing the rate of flow (i.e. the discharge) through soils. According to him, this 
discharge was directly proportional to the head loss (HL), and the area of cross- section 
(A) of the soil, and inversely proportional to the length of the soil sample (L). In other 
words, 

HL -
Qoc--·A 

L 

H 
-=-- "But LL represents the rate ofloss of head, i.e. the hydraulie:-:gradient:,(1),--:--::·--:-:~ -_- -:-:··· 

, or 
Qocl·A 
Q=K·l·A ... ( 16.2) 

where, K is the proportionality- constant and was 
found to be changing with the type of 
soil, and hence represented a property of 
the soil, called permeabi(ity or coefficient 
of permeability. _ 

The above equation becomes dimensionally compatible, if K- has the units of LIT, 
i.e. say cm/sec, i.e. the. units of velocity. -
- The Darcy's law has been demonstrated. to be valid only for laminar' flow condi

tions, which as far as soils are con_cerned, is not at all a sericn1s pro bl em, because the 
----- flow insaii<ls~-s"liis-"ii."ncf cfays rs·fiivarfaoly laminar. - -- -- _--- --- - -- -- - -

Dividing both sides of equation (16.2) by A, we get 

Q=K·I 
A 

or v=K·I ... (16.2 a) 

* For laminar flow and turbulent flow differences, please refer to any book on Fluid Mechanics. 
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where v is the discharge ·velocity, and is not the. 
actual flow velocity through the soil 
medium, since the flow occurs through 
the voids of cross-sectional area Av and 
not in A itself. The permeability of the 
soil can then be viewed as this superficial 
velocity under a unit hydraulic gradient. 

If Av is the area of the voids, then Av· Va =A· v, where Va is the actual velocity of 
fl.ow of water through the soil.. Then 

... (16.3) 

when A is large in comparison, we can safely assume that the ratio of the area of the void 
(A..,) to the total area (A) is the same as the ratio of the volume of the voids CVv) to the total 
volume (V), .i.e. equal to porosity (n). 

Av . 
Hence, A = n (porosity) 

Substituting this value is eqn. (16.3), we get 

or j v=n·Va / ... (16.5) 

Knowing the value of v from. equation '(16.2a) and dividing it by porosity n, the 
actual velocity of flow (va) of water through the soil, can be. worked out. 

16.4.4. Empirical Formulas for Ground Water Velocity Determination. Before 
Darcy came into picture, certain empirical formulae based upon the experimental results 
were the only way to find out the velocity of ground water flow. The formulae which 
were commonl)rused,:are-~· ·"·-,-·-- -...,- "· -··---- , .. 

- - . -

(1) Slichter's formula. According to which 
Dz 

Va= K' I µlO ... (16.5) 

where Va= velocity of ground water flow in m/day. 

K' = a constant. 
l= slope of the hydraulic gradient line. 

D10= effective size of the particles in the 
aquifer in mm. (i.e. the hypothetical size 
which is larger than 10% of the particles 

-----·--··- - ·-- ·--

in the sample, i.e. only 10% of the par
. '-'~.c:.=:c.:.::c.·ticles-will 'pass·'through-this·-size);- · · 

µ = viscosity of water depending on temperature. 

(2) Ha~en's formula. Fonnulil in M.K.S. or S.I. ·system is 
K" I D2 .· 

Va= .· 
60 

IO X (l.8T+42} ... (16.6) 

where v a= velocity of ground water flow in m/day. 

T = temperature in °C. 
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values of K' and K" in M.K.S. or S.I. system are approximately 400 and 1000, respectively. 

Example 16.1. Find out the velocities of the ground water flow with the following 
data, using Stichter and Hazen's constants as 400 and 800, respectively. -

Viscosity coefficient of water at ground 
water temperature of 10° C = 1 
Effective size of the particles in the aquifer = 0.1 mm 
Hydraulic gradient = 1 in 80 

Solution.-(a) Using Slichter's formula i.e:-eqn~ (16.5), we ha~e 

µ 
1 2 

400x80x(O.l) 
= 

1 
400:00.01 =(t.OSm/day Ans. 

(b) Using Hazen's formula, i.e. Eq. (16.6), we have 

K" l·D2 

Va= 
60 

IO (1.8T+ 42), where Tis in °C 

1 
800 x 80 x 0.01 

= 60 (1.8 x 10 + 42) [ ·: T= I0°C] 

1 800x 
80

xO.Olx60 
= 0.1 m/day Ans. 

60 

_J(),4.5. Permeability Values and Relation between Kand-~-From-E>a;cy'-s-Iaw, 
the coefficie-nt of permeability may be defined as the rate of flow of water through a 
unit cross sectional area of the water- bearing material under a unit hydraulic gradient, 
and at a temperature* ·of 20°C. Various approximate average values of permeability 
coefficient for different types ofrock (soil) formations are given in table 16.2. There 
may be vide variations in these values, depending upon the type of field soil. 

S.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
-6. 

1. 

8. 

Table 16.2. Permeability Coefficient (K) Values 

Type ofrockformation 

Granite, Quartzite 

Slate, Shale 

Limestone 

Sandst()ne 

Sand and Gravel 

Only Grave~ 

Only Sand 

Ci~. and Soil 

App. Av. value of Kin 
cm/sec 

0.6 x 10-5 

4x 10-5 

___ c -- _, __ c ... ..:.c4cx-'10::2.__· _____ - · 

0.004 

0.4 

4.0 

0.04 

0.04x10-5 

~ This !IC~ounts for the vis.gosity of water, which decreases with the increase in temperature, thereby 
causing permeability to increase with the increase in temperature. 
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The term transmissibility introduced by Theiss is measured by the coefficient of 
transmissibility (T), -which is defined as the rate of flow of ·water through a vertical 
strip of the water bearing material (i.e. aquifer) of unit width and full depth (d), under 
a unit hydraulic gradi~nt and at a temperature of 20°C. 

The relation betwee~K-and i is sunple; and Ts-given by 

T=-Kd ... (16.7) 

16.5. Drainage of Ground Water 

. By the term 'drainage ofground water'' we generally mean extracting .the Water 
from below the watertable through wells, infiltration galleries, springs, etc. The 
water, is thus, drained from the ground-water reservoir, either under a natural 
phenomenon {like spring), .or it can be drained artificially by constructing wells, and 
lifting water through them. The water so drained may then be used to fulfil irrigation 
or municipal needs. 

16.6. Ground Water Yield 

·The interstices present in the given formation get filled up with water during the 
process of ground-water replenishment. 1f all these voids are completely filled with 
water, then it is known as a saturated formation. The water contained in these voids is 
drained by digging wells under the action of gravity drainage. When these saturated 
formations are drained under the action of gravity drainage, it is found that the volume 

. of water so drained is less than the volume of the void. space, as indicated by its porosity. 
This is because of the fact,'- that the entire water contained in these voids cannot be 
drained out by the mere force of gravity. Some of the water is always retained by these 
interstices_ due to their molecular attraction. The water so retained is known as pellicular 
water. 

16.6.1. Specific S:ield.' The volume ofcgreund-water-ex,tracte_d_by __ graYity::drainage 
from a saturated water bearing material is known as the yield, and when it is expressed 
as ratio of the volume of the total material drained, then it known as the specific yield. 

·s .f· .. ld= Volumeofthewaterobtainedbygravitydrainage l_OO (l 6 S) 
. . pec1 ic y1e 1 1 . f h . 1 d . d d . d x ... . tota vo ume o t e matena rame or. ewatere · 

16.6.2. Specific Retention or Field Capacity. On the other hand, the quan
tity of water retained by the material against the pull of gravity is termed as the 
specific retention or the field capacity; and this is also expressed as the percentage 
of the total volume of the material drained. 

Specific retention or field capacity 

=_Volume of the water held agains~ grav~ty drainage x 
100 

··· ·· totalvolume-ofthe matenaldramed . . -
... (16.9) 

h is evident that the sum of the specific yield and the specific retention is equal to 
its porosity. 

16.6.3. Specific Retention of Different Kinds of Formations. As has been said ear
lier, the specific retention is the amount of the water held between the grains due to 
molecular attraction. This film of water is thus held by molecular adhesion on the walls 
of the interstices. Therefore, the amount of this water will depend upon the total 
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interstitial surface in the rock. If the total interstitial surface is more, the specific 
retention will be more, and vice versa. 

Now, if the effective size of the soil grains decreases, the surface area between the 
interstices will increase, thus, causing more specific retention and less specific yield. 

It, therefore, follows that, in fine soils like clay, the specific retention would be 
more, and hence, it would result in very small specific yield. 

The reverse is also true when the grain size increases, the interstitial surface area 
reduces, and therefore, the specific retention reduces, and hence specific yield increases. 
It, therefore, follows that in a large particle soil like coarse gravel, the specific retention 
would be small, and it would result in large specific yield. 

This conclusion is very important from practical stand point because it follows from 
this that a water bearing formation of coarse gravel 1~·ould supply large quantities of water 
to wells, whereas the clay formations although saturated and of high porosity would be of 
little value in this respect. Hence, the location of wells depends considerably upon the type 
of neighbouring formations. 

16.6.4. Determination of Specific yield of a Formation. It is difficult to deter
mine accurately the specific yield in the laboratory, because it is difficult to obtain 
an undisturbed sample, and also the short-sample columns used in the laboratory 
cannot duplicate the very long capillary tubes actually existing in the field. And 
hence, the field observations are made through the medium of pumping tests at site, 
in order to determine accurate and reliable values of specific yields, as will be 
explained later. 

16. 7. Aquifers and their Types 
A permeable stratum or a geological formation of permeable material, which is 

capable of yieldjng appreciable quantities of ground water under gravity, is known, as 
__ arraqu,_ifer. '.fhe terl!l 'appreciable qµan_t_it~~ i.s_re!atj_y_e, ~~IJ~i!C!i_11_g~l1J>Onthe availability 

of ground~water: In the regions, where ground-water is available with great difficulty, 
even fine-grained materials containing very less quantities of water may be classified 
as the principal aquifers. 

When an aquifer is overlain by a confined bed of impervious material, then this 
confined bed of overburden is called an aquiclude, as shown in Fig. 16.4. 

+w.T. - ·:~--~·--~-~·~;_ ~~-:--~.~.~:-.·~-~~~~-~~~~~-~~. 
_ . AQUIFER.· ( ~O.N -ARTESIAN l .'.: 

·.PERVIOUS 
~ #: : .. · . 6 :. ~ .: • ~· .. : •• • : .... • •• - •• 

Fig. 16.4. Aquifers and aquicli.ides. 
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The amount of water yielded by a well, excavated through an aquifer, depends on 
many factors; some of which, such as the well diameter are inherent in the weli itself. 
But all other things being equal, the permeability and the thickness of the aquifer are 
the most important. 

Aquifers vary in depth, lateral extent, and thickness; but in general, all aquifers fall 
into one of the two categories, i.e. . 

1. Unconfined or Non-artesian aquifers, and 
2. Confined or Artesian aquifers. 

16. 7 .1. Unconfined Aquifers or Non-artesian Aquifers. The top most water bearing 
stratum, having no confined impermeable over burden (i.e. aquiclude) lying over it, is 
known as an unconfined ' 
aquifer or non-anesian . WATEH LEVEL IN WELL 18r2 WILL 

CD' ~BE EOUAL TO THE LEVEL OF THE 
aquifer. (Refer Fig. 16.5). v WATER TABLE • 

of2;:,1';~"!;=:.~!c~: e' }' )/ .. ·. . ®7 :-"Y2$~~o 
constructed to tap water from .. , _, .WL. IN WELL:-{}}··.·_:·: ._:: . . 

:£:~~~~~~~;:~ .... --~,r~,~c,x,mr~f~%~.,ft::~ii~J:#:! 
fined or non-artesian wells. _.., .. ···· .. :-.AOU'FER SAY SA.Nb'·.·. ·.·. _.,. :.-- .. :: .. · . . , ,,.J 
~~~ :ea!~u~~~~1 t~: ~~~~ ;~~: : : __ ··. <'.. :. '. /:t.~~, ~·: r~~~,~~Vl·t>~·;'./~:) :-: :.,:::_·.~·-;,_: -):-~ ~<_.·._i .. ::/«\f. 
watertable. Such wells are, 
therefore, also known as wells Fig. 165. Non-artesian or Unconfined aquifers and wells. 
or gravity wells. 

16. 7.2. Confined Aquifers orArfesfari .Aquifers. 'When--an'aquiferis confined on 
·' its upper and under surface by impervious rock formaiions (i.e. aquicludes), and is also 

broadly inclined so as to expose the aquifer somewhere to the catchment area at a higher 
level for the creation of sufficient hydraulic head, it is called a confined aquifer or an 
artesian aquifer. A well excavated through such an aquifer, yields water that often flows 

··out automatically, under the hydrostatic pres11ure, and may thus, even rise or gush out 
of surface for a reasonable height, However, where the ground profile is high, the water 
may remain well below the ground level. The former type of artesian well, where water 
gushes out automatically, is called a flowing well. 

The level to which the water will rise in an artesian well is determined by the highest 
· point on the aquifer, from where it is fed from the rain falling in the catchment. However, 

the water will not rise to this full height; because the friction of the water moving through 
the aquifer usesTi1fsome-o'hlfe-energ~ ~'- _cc: _____ -:'----"-C-.-' _ -- -

The question whether it will be a flowing artesian well or a non-flowing artesian 
well depends upon the topography of the area, and is not the inherent property of the 
artesian aquifer. In fact, if the pr£tssure suiface •lies above the groµn¢ surface, the well 
will be a flowing artesian well; whereas, if the pressure surface is below the ground 

* It is the imaginary surface which represents the magnitl!de of the hydrostatic pressure available along 
the artesian aquifer. It is represented by the line joining the various piezometric head§ in, various tightly cased 
wells tapping the aquifer. 
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surface, the well will be artesian but non- flowing, and will require a pump to bring the 
water to the surface, as shown in Fig. 16.6. Such non-flowing artesian wells !ire some
times called as sub-artesian wells. 

RECHARGE AREA IN 
THE CATCHMENT 

!! ! ! ! 

... ... 

WELL No I 8 2 ARE NON-FLOWING ARTESIAN WELLS,. 
AND WELL 3 IS A FLOWING ARTESIAN WELL. 

GROUND SURFACE 

/

IMAGINARY 
PRESSURE SURFACE 
OR PIEZOMETRIC 

_ -_-1 SUR;~;~NG OUT 
UNDER 
PRESSURE 

Fig. 16.6. Confined or Art~sianaquifers and wells. 

16.7.3. Perched Aquifers. Perched aquifer is a special case which is sometimes 
found to occur within an unconfined aquifer. 

If within the zone of saturation, an impervious deposit below a pervious deposit is 
found to support a body of the saturated material, then this body of the saturated 
material, which is a kind of aquifer, is known as a perched aquifer. The top surface of 
the water held in the perched aquifer is known as the perched watertable. This-is: shown-
in Fig. 16.7. 

PERCHED WATER 
TABLE 

Fig. 16.7. Perched aquifer. 
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16.8. Certain Other Important Terms Connected with Ground Water 

16.8.1. Specific Capacity. Specific capacity of a well is the rate of flow from a 
well per unit of drawdown. It should be determined for the fall of the first metre, as it 
is not the same for all the drawdowns. 

f6.8.2.- Coefficfont of Storage. Now~ We introduce a very important term known 
as storage coefficient, which may be denoted by A. 

Water discharged from an aquifer or recharged into an aquifer represents the 
change in its s_torage volume. For unconfined aquifers, this change can be easily 
determined. Knowing the fall or the rise of the watertable fa a given time (t) and 
multiplying it with the average specific capacity during this time, the change of the 
storage volume in a time t can be fourrd out. 

But in artesian aquifers, (assuming that the aquifer itself remains- saturated 
throughout the drainage), changes in pressure produce only small changes in storage 
volume. Thus, the hydrostatic pressure within an aquifer partially supports the overbur
den, while the remainder is supported by the solid structure of the aquifer, When the 
hydrostatic pressure is reduced, such as by pumping water from a well penetrating the 
aquifer, the aquifer load increases. The aquifer gets compressed and forces some water 
from it. In addition, lowering of the pressure causes a small expansion and subsequent 
release of water. This water yielding capacity of an artesian aquifer can be expressed 
by its storage coefficient. 

The storage coefficient (A) for an artesian aquifer is equal to the volume of the 
water released from the aquifer of unit cross- sectional area and of the full height 
of the _aquifer when the piezometric surface declines by unity. In general, storage 
coefficient is defined as the volume of water that an aquifer releases or stores per 
unit surface area of the aquifer per unit change in the component of head normal to 
that surface. - · - - -- - -

16.9. Measurement of Yield of Underground Sources (Aquifers) 

The yield of an aquifer can be estimated in the following different ways ; 

(i) On the basis of flow velocity of the ground water; and 
(ii) By performing pumping tests in the field. 

These methods are discussed below. 

16.9.1. Estimation of the Yield by Estimation of the Velocity of Ground Water. 
If a well is penetrated through an aquifer, the water will rush into it with a veiocity say 

- v; and if A is the area of the aquifer opening into the well, then Q will be given as : 

--- - - - - -- -·- _Q_:=_l:'_:_ft_ - --- -- ... ( 16.10) 
where v is the discharge velocity info the well, 

and is given by the eqn. 16.4) as : 

I v=n·va I 
where n = porosity of the soil medium 

va = actual flow velocity of ground 
water. 
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Eventually, the discharge of the well excavated through the given aquifer is given 
as~ 

... (16.11) 

In the above equation, the velocity of the ground water flow (va) can be estimated_ 
.; by using Slichters or Hazen's empirical equations (eqn. 16.5 and 16.6, respectively); or 

it can ,better be measu:red in the actual field by using chemical tracers, such as a dye ; 
or by using electrical resistivity methods. 

, Tb_~ tirn~ (t) takeri by a chelllical trac_er to travel a given known distance (S) 
between two observation wells, will directly indicate the ground flow vefocity as, 

S , , v n. v 
Va=-;· Such a test can also help to determine K, since v = K · I; or K =I= T where 

I= ~L where Hi is the difference of water surface elevations of the two wells. 

Example 16.2. In a field test, a time of 6 hours was required for a tracer to travel 
through an aquifer from one well to another. The ob.servation wells were 42m apart, 
and the difference in their water levels was found to be 0.42 m. Compute (i) the 
discharge velocity; (ii) the coefficient of permeability (K). Given the porosity of the soil 
medium as 20%. (iii) Also compute the value of coefficient of intrinsic permeability for 

the aquifer in Darcy's, if viscosity of water v = 0. OJ cm2 ls. 

Solution. Velocity of the ground water flow = v a = ~ = 
4~: 

4200 
6 

x 
60 

x 
60 

cm/sec= 0.194cm/sec 

The discharge velocity= v = n ·Va= 0.2 x 0.194 cm/sec= 0.0388cm/sec Ans. 

Hydraulic gradient between the wells-= r:-~L =.-04~2:-=. -i~o- --

using : v = K · l, we have 0.0388cm/sec = K x l~O 
Or K = 100 x 0.0388 cm/sec= 3.88 cm/sec. 

:. coefficient of.permeability= 3.88cm/sec Ans. 
Intrinsic permeability coefficient is given by the eqn. 

K·v Ko=-
g 

3.88 cm/sec x 0.01 cm2 /sec 
= 

981 cm/sec2 

= 3.8~~10.?I cm2 =3.9.6x.1o=:~_cm2-' _,, _____ . 

Since 9.87 x 10-9 cm2 = 1 darcy, we have 
3.96x 10-S 

[(0 in darcy = 9 darcys = 4007 darcys · Ans. 
9.87 x 10-

... (16.12) 

16.9.2. Estimation of Yield by Pumping Tests. The yield of an aquifer can be es
timated by conducting two direct practical tests in the field, which can directly indicate 
the well yield from the given aquifer. These tests are: 
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(a) Pumping test ; 
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(b) Recuperating test 

Both these tests are discussed below: 
(a) Pumping test. A well is, first of all, constructed through the aquifer, of which 

the yield is to be estimated. Huge amount of water is drawn from the well, so as to cause 
heavy drawdown in its water level. The rate of pumping is changed and so adjusted that 
the water level in the well becomes constant. In this condition of equilibrium, the rate 
of pumping will be equal to the rate of yield, and hence, the rate of pumping will directly 
give us the yield of the well at a particular drawdown. 

But it is very difficult and almost impractical to adjust the·rate, so as to keep the 
well water level constant. 

(b) Recuperating test. In t4is method, water is first of all drained from the well at 
a fast rate, so as to cause sufficient drawdown. The pumping is then stopped. The water 
level in the well will start rising. The rise is noted at regular intervals of time, till the 
initial level is .reached. Knowing the area of the well and the rise of the water level, the 
volume of the water yielded in that given time interval, can be worked out at different 
drawdowns. 

It is found that the yield is higher at higher drawdowns. These tests are generally 
conducted during the driest periods of years, -so -as to know the vielcl 11ncler the worst 
conditions. 

In addition to the above two direct practi~al tests for determining the yield of a well 
or an aquifer, another pumping test with one, two, or more observation wells can be 
performed to determine the characteristics of an aquifer. Although, dominant hydraulic 
properties of the aquifer can be computed even by the use of one observation well with 
a main pumping well, yet more precise results could be obtained by installing two or 
more observ.ation wells at vru:yirig dis_tances from the main central pumped well. To 
obtain precise & reliable results, the pumping in the main well may be continued for ii .. 
long period of 15 to 20 hours or more, to obtain study conditions of water levels in the 
wells. However, it is not necessary to wait till steady conditions are reached, because 
even when the duration of the pumping is small, aquifer parameters can be computed 
by using the appropriate methods/formulas. The test results consist of recording of the 
drawdowns in the observation wells, which can be used to compute the aquifer charac
teristics by using the appropriate theoretical formulas, developed by Dupuit, Thiem, 
Thies, etc., as shall be discussed in the following articles.· 

THEORETICAL APPROACH TO COMPUTATION OF COEFFICIENT OF 
PERMEABILITY (K) AND DISCHARGE CAPACITY OF AN AQUIFER(Q) 

Dupuit, Ihie:tn_,_~I!clTheis_l:!a.y~ -~veloped the theoretical imalysis of ground water 
flow, which is discussed in the following art{Cles. -The theory & formulas developed by · · 
them can be used to compute K value for a given aquifer by performing a field test of 
observing water levels in one or two observation well(s) atthe known pumped discharge, 
in the main well. This K value of the given aquifer can be used to compute Q value for 
a well or a tubewell to be driven through that aquifer, at any given drawdown, such as 
l m, when it will indicate the specific capacity of the well. We will first of all derive 
the equations of Thiem, and then switch to the equations of Dupuit, although Dupuit' s 
equations were put forth prior to the Tuiem's equations. 
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16.10. Thiem's Equilibrium Formulas for Unconfined as well as Confined Aquifers. 

16.10.1. Thiem's Formula for Unconfined Aquifer case (for Watertable or 
Gravity wells). 

Let a non-artesian well be driven, 
and water pumped heavily so as to cause 
sufficient drawdown. When the water 
level in the well decreases, the water 
level in the neighbourhood will also fall 
down; forming whatis called as an in
verted cone of depression ·all around 
the well, as shown in Fig. 16.8. The base 
of this cone is a circle of radius R, 
known as the circle of influence, and the Fig. 16.8. Inverted cone of depression. 

inclined side is known as the drawdown curve. 

In the method suggested by Thiem, two observation wells lying within the circle of 
influ~nce of the main putnped well are to be driven. Let these wells be numbered as 1 
and 2 (Fig. 16.9) and let them be at distances of r1 and r2 from the main well (centre to 
centre distance). Let d be the depth of the well or the aquifer, below the static watertable. 

Fig. 16.9. l.Tnconfined aquifer case ofThiem's formula. 

Now, let the main well be pumped at a. sufficient rate, so as to cause heavy 
drawdown. Then, let. the pumping be so adjusted that the equilibrium conditions are 
reached. In other words, the rate of pumping becomes equal to the rate of yield, and 
thus causing the water level to attain a constant value. Since the fo~ula involves the 

... ~e o!_~g~i}i~ri~!I!_ cC)!l<!i!ioI1~Litjs)~!!.Q.~n,~s.J:h~_~q~i!ilzri1&m fOITJ1.TJla.Let s1 and_s_2_be 
the drawdowns in the two corresponding observation wells, at this equilibrium stage. 

From Darcy's law, the flow t!::rc•.:gh any concentric cylindrical section of the water 
bearing material is given by Eq. (16.2) as: 

Q=KIA where I= Hydraulic gradient 

Using cylindrical co-ordinates, we taker as the radius of any cylinder, and has the 
height of the cone of depression at a distance r from the main well. 
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Assuming that the inclination of the water surface is. small*, so that the tangent can 
be used in place of sine for the hydraulic. gradient in Darcy's law, we have 

I= dh 
dr 

Small element of 

. dl drawd~wn c~rve. . · 

dr 

dh 

Also assuming that the water flows through the full height of the aquifer (below the 
W. T. of course) and also that the flQW...i~ radial and horizontal (by horizantal flow we 
mean that the velocity distribution is assumed t~ be uniform as shown iii Fig. 16.10). *, 
the area of flow (A) is equal to 2rtrh. 

or 

or 

Actual velocity distribution Assumed veloCity distribution, 
i.e. uniform velocity or horizontal flow 

Fig. 16.10. 

Substituting these values of I and A in Darcy's law, we get 

Q~'KiA~-K · ~~ · 2rt r--- :h 

dh 
Q = 2rt K.h.r. dr 

dr 2rtKhdh 
r Q 

Integrating between the limits r 1 and r 2 and h1 and h2, we get 

f '2 dr = f h1 2rtK . hdh 
'1 r h1 Q 

where Q = Constant when steady conditions have 
reached. 

- --- T< ;;":Permeatiim:f Of'soit,-whi'cfi-is assumed to 
be constant at all places and at all times 
i.e. (homogeneous soil), and in all direc
tions, i.e. (isotropic soil), by assuming the 
soil to be homogeneous and isotropic 

* Evidently, the above assumptions shall be quite true to the actual conditions in most of the flow region 
except in the immediate neighbourhood of the well. 
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or 

or 

or 

or 

Therefore 

... (16.13) 

This important Thiem's formula can be further simplified, if required, as follows : 

(hz2- h1
2

) = (h2 + h1) · (h2 - h1) 
But h2 -h1 =s1 -s2 

and if the amount of drawdown is small compared to the saturated thickness of.the water 
bearing material, then h2 and h1 are nearly equal and each is approximately equal to this 
saturated thickness, say d. 

or 

Therefore, hi + h2 "' d + d = 2d 

(hz2- h/} ""c:(sT-=-sz) 2d= 2d (s1 --'Sz) 
Putting this value in equation (16.13), we get 

2n · Kd (s1 - s2) 
Qz----

r? 
2.3 log!O __::: 

r1 

Introducing the coefficient of transmissibility ('/)instead of K, i.e. 

T = Kd, we have 
2n T (s1 - s2) 

Qz---
Yz 

2.3 log10 -
r1 

... (16.14) 

... (16:14a) 

-----1'-hls--is--another form- of Thiem's formulafor-the:-unconfined~aquif~rs. The :v.arious. 
assumptions that we have made in its derivation are again summarised below : 

1. The aquifer is homogeneous, isotrop_ic and of infinite and areal extent, so that its 
coefficient of transmissibility or permeability is constant everywhere. 

2. The well has been sunk through the full depth of the aquifer and it recei ,ies water 
from the entire thickness of the aquifer. 

3. Pumping has continued for a sufficient time at a uniform rate, so that the 
equilibrium stage or steady flow conditions have reached. 
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4. Flowlines are radial and horizontal, and flow is laminar. 

5. The inclination of the water surface is sµiall so that its tangent can be used in 
place of sine for the hydraulic gradient in Darcy's equation. 

16.10.2. Thiem's Formula for Confined Aquifer Case. (For Pressure or Ar
tesian wells) The above formula has to be slightly modified in the case of an artesian 
aquifer. The conditions of a confined aquifer case are shown in Fig. 16.11. 

G.L. 

---- ----
Impervious ,, 

Main 
pumpe_~ w:et17 

Observation 
. r wells 
1f 2 

- - _ l _ - - S2 \

iezometric 
surface 

r -S1 --

----r2 ___ j 
Fig. 16.11. Confined aquifer case for Theim's formula. 

In a confined aquifer, the flow is actually radial and horizontal (Refer Fig. 16.12) 
and, therefore, it has- not to be assumed as such, as it was in the unconfined case. Rest 
of the assumptions remain the same and hold good in this case also. 

-- -- ........ -..... ...... 
........ 
', 

Fig. 16.12. 

dh 
Q = I(Ifi::: K · -d12nr~ because 

Piezometric 
surface'}_ - ---

water is drawn from the cylinder of radius r and Height = H. 

Now 

or 

Q = 2nK.H.r. '!J:. 

dr = 2nKH . dh 
r Q 

- where H = height of the confined aquifer. 
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Integrating between the limits of r1 and r2, we get 

or 
2rtKH (h2 - h1) 

Q=---
r? 

2.3 log10 -= 
r1 

/ / 

809 

... (16.15) 

... (16.16) 

... (16.16 a). 

[·: KH=T] 

where s1 - s2 is the difference of water levels between the two observation wells after the 
steady conditions have reached. 

Limitations. Various assumptions have been made in the derivation of the above 
· Thlem's formulae. fn actual practice; however, none of-these conditions may get ful

filled; say for example, an aquifer is not fully homogeneous, or the well might have 
been dug half way through the aquifer, or permeability may not be uniform, or the 
ground watertable may be inclined a~d thus, the base of the cone may not ,be a circle, 
or the equilibrium conditions might have not fully reached. 

However, it is. very difficult to assess the effects of these factors, and despite the'> 
various limiting assumptions, Thiem's formula is widely used in ground water problems, 
and many of its limitations are removed by appropriate adjustments. 

16.11. Dupuit's Original Equilibrium Formulas 

The formulae put forward by Thiem and whieh have been derived earlier fbr a 
gravity well as well as for a pressure well are the refined forms of the original Duptlit' s 

_formulae. ' 
we will now discuss the origin~l- D~p~ic s~·fomi~las. I~ D~puic·--roi-mii1~s. iio 

observation wells (as constructed in Thiem's formula) are constructed, The man1 well 
is pumped out so as to get sufficient drawdown, and then the rate of pumping is so 
adjusted as to establish equilibrium conditions (i.e. the rate of inflow becomes equal to 
the rate of outflow, and the water level in the well becomes constant). 

All the assumptions which have been made in the Theim's formulas hold gooo ror 
the Dupuit' s formulas also. The only difference is that the integration which was dune · 
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between the limits of r1 and r2 (radii of two observation wells) in Theim's formulas is 
changed, and the integration is done between. the limits rw and R, where rw is the radius 

of the main pumped well and R is the radius of influence. 
The radius of influence is the distance from the centre of the pumped well to the 

__ point, where the dra~dQwn is zero oris inappreciable. The complete derivations of the 
Dupuit' s formulae for a gravity well as w~ll as for-a pressure well are given below : 

16.11.1. i>upuit's Formula for Gravity Well or Unconfined Acquifer Case (Refer 
Fig. 16.13). 

or 

or 

or 

or 

or 

or 

or 

GROUND 
/. , ... ,. 

(CONE OF DEPRES S!ON 
-\.-:: - -::.~--== =- -

1- d=SATURATED THICKNESS OF 
hw THE AS..UIFER 

r--R 'w r---
Fig. 16.13. Unconfined aquifer case for Dupuit's formula. 

Q=_K.I.A. 
. . dh . 

Q =K · dr · 21trh 

where K = Coefficientofpemieability 

dr = 21tK . h . dh. 
r Q . 

Integrating between the limits r w and R, we get 
R d 
· s- cir --2:1tK f ··· -;:=Q Jh.dh 
'w .hw 

R 21tK I h21d llogerk =Q 2 · 
. hw 

log ..!i = 1tK · [d2 - h 2] 
e rw Q w 

2.3 log10 ..!i = rcK[d2 - h}] 
rw Q 

R 
2.3 Qlog10 -. r 

K= w ____ .:__ if(ci2 ..;;.;'h;) .c. __ -

... (16.17) 

Since the value of R is not easily assessible, various arbitrary values have been 
assigned to R by various investigators·. Slitcher gives it as 500 ft. (150m) and Tolman 
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calls it as 1000 ft. (300 m). But a more realistic picture is obtained ; when R = CQ, or 
RocQ 

where .• c = is a c.onstant and 
Q = is the discharge. 

Putting R = CQ in equation (16.17), we get 

... (16.18) . Q~2::::f) 
Q can be determined-by Hit an _ ;nal method. 

16.11.2. Dupuit's Formula for.Pressure Well or Confined Aquifer Case. 
(Refer Fig. 16.14). 

or 

·-cc-or 

or 

or 

or 

or 

Cone of . 
pressure relief 

Original Prezometric 
. surface 

Fig. 16.14. Confined aquifer case for Dupuit's formula. 

Q=KJA. 
dh 

Q=K· dr 21t · rH 

dr = 21tKH . dh 
r . Q .. 

Integrating between rw and R, we get 
. R. . . .. ·. D~ 

Jd; ~ 2aK. Hf dh; 
'w hw r 

where D = depth of the well or height of the aquifer 
below the original peiiometric surface 

jloge rl ::~w = 
21;{ · H lhl ::~w 

R 21tKH[ J 2.3 log!O rw = Q (D: hw) . · 

._ . - .·· R . 
2;3 Q log10 -:---• · . r K . .w . 
21t.H. (D - hw) ... 

. Q 2rr,KH(D-hw) 
R 

· 2.3 log10 ,.-rw 

... (16.\9) 
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Q = ) ... (16.20) 
2.3 log!O Ji. 

r w where H = total height of the wnfined aquifer. 

hw_= artesian pressure in the well. 

2 nKHs 

rw =radius of the well. 

D = initial artesian pressure at the bottom of 
the aquifer or the initial height of the 
piezometric surface- from-the-- bottom of 
the well. 

s = drawdown = (D - hw) 

16.12. Partial Penetration of an Aquifer by a Well 

From eqn: (16.17), we have 

nK ( d2 
- h}) -- Q---~ 

- 2.3 log!O (~) . 
and from eqn. (16.19), we have 

Q = 2nKH (D - hw) 

2.3 log10 (R 
rw 

_(for unconfined wells) 

(for confined wells) 

The above equations have been derived, respectively' for a gravity well and for an 
artesian well, which penetrate throughout the aquifer. But, if a well does not penetrate up 
to the bottom of the aquifer, these formulas will not be applicable, as the nature of the flow 
will become three dimensional.It will_not only be radial but will also have an upward 
component, as shown in Fig. 16.15. The yield of such a well is found to be more than that 
of a fully penetrating well of the same depth. 

// ' 

·.', 

/// ,, 

WELL PENETRATING 

r 
FULL DEPTH OF 

AQUIFER 

_,......... ' 
CONFINING 

IMPERVIOUS LAYER 

· ·. AQUIFER 

(a) Showing flow lines in a well fully penetrating 
the aquifer. 

Fig. 16.15, 

WELL PENETRATING· --r- _PARTIALLY IN THE 
AQUIFER 

~/~,~~ /. 

CONFlNING 
, IMPERVIOUS LAYER 

' ' . ' 
·.~· ~ .. · 

....-.::.... . ·.: ' 

(b) Showing flow lines in a well partly 
penetrating the aquifer. 
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Kozeny has given a correction factor, and according to him the discharge Qp 

through such a well is given as follows : 
G.L. 

IMPERVIOUS 

\.._\,' , ..... '' 

H Hi 
' .. L 

PERVIOUS 

/// ,,,/,/I'·• 

IMPERVIOUS 

(a) Partially penetrating gravity well. (b) Partially penetrating artesian well. 

Fig. 16.16. 

Discharge (Qp) for a partially penetrating gravity well (Fig. 16.16 (a)]. 

[

7t · K · (d1
2 

- h})j [ _ 0w 7td1Jl 
= [R) 1+7.-\Jld; ·cosU · .... (16.21) 

2.3 log10 rw 
where d1 =Actual penetration depth below the 

watertable 
d =Actual depth of the aquifer below the 

watertable. 
Similarly, the discharge (Qp) for a partially penetrating artesian well [Fig. 16.16_ 

(b)]. 

=,[2n KH
1 c(irJ[1 +7. ~·_cgs~i-J. ~ ., _.,,(16,22L 

2.3 log!O 
- . ~ . . 

where H = Full depth of the confined aquifer. 
' · -H1 =Depth upto which the well penetrates. 

D, hw, rand R have the same meaning as given earlier. 

16.13. Spherical Flow in a Well 

Fig. 16.17 shows a special case of partially penetrating well, where the well just 
penetrates up to the top surface of .... , .... 
the semi-infinite porous medium. In 

, .... , 

-r--- -------1- - - -- ----~ ---· this case, H 1 =0, and the equation 

-·---
0 

- - - -- , - .... ,,~T -~:~ - -- - -l:PERvloDS ··· --g::;::~~~-:p~~c~~~Jb~~a;~~~; 

/,,.;. ,·/'/°"\ 

IMPERVIOUS 

Fig. 16.17. Speherical flow in a well. 

spherical. The discharge Qs from 
such a well can be calculated from 
the equation, 

Whereas in the case of a simple 
·radial flow in a fully penetrating 
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well, the discharge is given by the equati.on (16.19) as : 
i 

or 

Then 

Then 

rw= 10cm=0.l l!l:;£lnd. 
R= lOOm 
R . . . 
- = 1,000; and let 
rw 

H 

H =thickness of the confined aquifer= 20 m (say) 

~ = 2.3 (~~ }og10 (1000) 

. 2.3 
3 0

. . 6.9 1 . 
= 200 x . = 200 "" 30 

... (16.24) 

This shows that the yield in a spherical flow is much less than that in a radial flow. 
He11ce,_ th~ sphericalfl.o_~_!s much !_ess_ efficient than the. radial flow. 

- ----. 

16;14. Interference Among Wells 

If t"}'O or more wells ar.e constructed in such a way that they are near to each other 
and their cones of depressions int.eract, they are said to interfere. Such interference of 
,wells· decreases the· discharges of such interfering wells. 

· Muskat has proposed the following formulas for computation of discharges from. 
such interfering wells. These formulas have been found to yield reliable results. 

(A) For Confined Aquifers (i.e. Artesian Wells) 

(1) For two artesian identicaz* wells at a distance B apart, 

2nKH · (D - hw) 
Q1 = Q1 = . ( R2 . 

_.:_, .. · - - 2.3 log1otrw·-B . 

...(16.25) 

(2) For three artesian identical wells at distances B apart, in a pattern of equilateral 
triangle, 

· 2nKH (D - hw) 
Q1 = Q1 = Q3 = . R.3 ·) 

2.3 log10 --2 · r .,B . w 

... (16.26) 

* Wells of the same diameter, drawdown, and discharge over the same period of time. 
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... (16.27) 

and ... (16.28) 

where, Q, and Q3 are the discharges of the outer
wells, and Q2 is the discharge of the middle 
welL 

Total discharge = Q, + Q1 + Q3. 

(B) For Unconfined Aquifers (i.e. Gravity Wells) 

All the above formulas can be applied to the unconfined aquifers by replacing 
d2 hw2 

HD by 
7 

, and H.hw by T· 

(1) For two identical gravity wells at distance B apart, formula would therefore, 
become 

(d2 h 2) 
-.-_ o--·--- -- ---- - ----· }~[(~~--~-. 

Q, =Q2 [ ) 
2.3 log10 r:.2B 

Q, = Q2 = [- rrX (d
2 

-[-.-h;:>)] ; 
. . . . 2.3 logto rw. B ~ 

or ... (16.29) 

(2) For three identical gravity wells at distances B apart, in a pattern of equilateral 
triangle, formula would be 

... (16.30) 
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16.15. Surface of Seepage and Free Surface Curve 

The surface throughout which the pressure is atmospheric is known as the free 
surface. 

Let us consider an unconfined aquifer and let AD be the position of the original free 
water surface (f.-~~.~the watertable) which is approxTrri-ately horizontal. Let a gravity well 
of q1.dius r w be constructed throughout the depth of this aquifer. Let d be the height from 
the bottom of the well to the ground watertable. 

Let the water be pumped fromthis well (Fig. 16.18). After the pumping, the water 
will stand in the rest of the bore holes along the line AB'C'D, marked as "Free Surface 
Curve" provided the bore holes were only just deep enough to reach the free surface. 
Thus, in the aquifer above the surface AB'CD, there is no ground water except capillary 
moisture. 

Ground 
,__...__ __ R 

Fjg. 16.18. Free surface curve Vs Dupuit's base pressure curve. 

But according to the Dupuit's formula, the\vater level in the pumped well is not 
found at B'C' level, but at a slightly lower level .• i.e. at BC, where ABCD is the cone of 
depression or Dupuit's base pressure curve. Hence, the drawdown in the pumped well 

G.L. is slightly more thal). the draw-
~G~.L~.-;-~-.-.,,...,..=:--.,..,~-r~.---:-'."'.,.,..,.,:":":":""7"-::-:-':"l!.V~ 

):!;·;·:~;~?-~;:.~::::.:_.;>;·:-:~·:. ;::eo~~dth~e:~~:n~~h:~!:: :~~: 
face is known as the surface of 

-- Fig:-l-6;-1-9:-Slirfaceof seepage.' ' seepage. 

The difference between the actual free surface and the Dupuit's base pressure curve, 
in a gravity well, arises due to the Dupuit' s. assump~ion of 'horizontal and radial flow'. 
In other words, in an unconfined aquifer, the velocity distribution will not be horizontal 
near the well but Dupuit assumed it to be so, and this deviation from the actual field 
conditions gives rise to the difference between the actual watertable and the Dupuit' s 
computed watertable. · 

The actual watertable de,;iates more and more frow. the Dupuit' s computed watert
able in the diiection of flow, as shown in Fig. 16.20. The fact that the actual watertable 
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G.L. 

Fig. 16.20. Actual watertable and computed watertable. 

lies above the Dupuit's computed watertable can be explained by the fact the Dupuit's 
flows are all assumed horizontal, whereas the actual prevailing velocities of the same 
magnitude have downward vertical component, so that a greater saturated thickness is 
required for the same discharge. 

This discrepancy indicates that the watertable does not follow the parabolic path 
(as given by Dupuit). Nevertheless, for O·O 

flatter slopes, where the sine and tangents 
0·1 

nearly equal, it closely predicts the u 
watertable position except near the out- ~ 0·2 

flow. ~ 0·3 

J 
I 
I 

~ -!.-i--

/ 
i..---

v 
Equation of free surface curve. The :3 0 ., 

free surface of water in the cone of · ~ 
depression surrounding a pumped well is i O·S 

the surface of water under the atmos- 0·6 0.1 0.2 0.3 D-4 0.5 0.6 0 .7 0 .8 0·9 1·0 

( r /R) ----<-_.pheric pressure. And this free surface 
curve does not coincide with the Dupuit' s 
base pressure curve but lies ~lightly above . Fig.16.21. ValueofCinEq. (16.31). 

the same. Th,e free surface curve is represented by the following equation: 

Q=[~~J[ (d~h~d .1 
log10 (o. ld )J 

... (16.3D 

where (r, h) is any point on the curve. 
R = Radius of influence. 
K = Permeability coefficient. 
C = a constant, the value of which depends 

··· -·-·upon"the-Value-·of-~;-"-"''·-' --·-'--·-' -'·" 

The values of C in the above equation can be obtained by the curve shown in Fig. 16.21. 

16.16. Well Loss and Specific Capacity 

Well loss. When water is bei~g pumped out of a well, the draw- down caused 
includes not only the drawdown which is given by the logarithmic '<lrawdown curve 
(Equation 16.20), but also includes a certain drawdown caused by the flow of water 
through the well screen and axial movement within the well. The drawdown caused by 
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the flow through the screen and 
· the axial movement within the 
well brings the water level in the 
well from AB to CD (Refer Fig. 
16.22). ThiS vertieal drawdown 
AC or J3D is known as the well 
loss. The magnitude of this well 
loss ma.y be; take11 equal to 
C2Qi, as the flow iri the vidnity 
of the well face is turbulent. 

Tl:le total drawdown can 
then be obtained by adding the 
two drawdowns. 

IRRIGATION ENGINEERING AND HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES 

/// ,/'/ / 

,/,. ~ '•, ./ / / ' .... ,; ~ / / ,,. / 

Im pe rv iou s 

Fig. 16.22. 

The first drawdown is obtained from Equation (16.20); according to which 
2nKHs -

Q= R 

or 

2.3 log10 -
rw 

2.3 Qlog10 -
rw 

s = 2nKH Ci . Q 

R 
2.3 log10 -

rw 
where C1 is a constant = -

2
-1t-K_H __ 

· The total drawdown is then given as 

Sw-=C1Q+Cz·Q2 
---- --- . --~ .,,(1~._3~) 

where C2Q2 = welBoss; and --
C1Q is known as aquiferlOss or formation loss 

In case of an unclogged or unencrusted well screen, where the screen size is 
compatible to the surrounding porous media, the well loss is mainly caused by the axial 
movement inside the well up to the pump intake; because the well loss caused by the 
water entering the well through the screen is very small. However, when clogging of 
screen focreases, the well loss increases, which adversely affects the pump efficiency. 

Specific Capacity. The specific capacity of a well is defined as the well yield per 
unit of drawdown. Hence, the 

S C 
. discharge of the well Q 

p. apac1ty = - = 
Drawdown C1Q+.C2Q~ 

.. Sp.CapaCity =[Ci }~2~J - --- ---- ... (16.33) 

The Equation (16.33) clearly shows that the sp. capacity of the well is not constant 
but decreases as the discharge increases. 

1(),.17. Efficiency of a Well 

It has been discussed in the previous article that discharge from a well is ap
proximately proportional to the drawdown s, (wheres= C1Q neglecting well loss). The 
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100 
discharge per unit of drawdown was called Sp: 
capacity of the well; this specific capacity will 
be different for different well designs. For 
determining the best drawdown discharge con
ditions for a well, the wen may be operated 

0 
under varying drawdown conditions, and then ....I 60 

w 
a graph may be plotted between discharge and 

>
drawdown (called yield drawdown c1,1rve) as I-. 40 

z shown in Fig. 16.23. w 
The curve obtained is a straight line up to 2i 2 o 

819 

a certain stage of drawdown, beyond which the ~ 

drawdown increases disproportionately to the 
yield. This places an optimum and efficient 
limit to the drawdown, which may be allowed 

o--~.--_._--..--~--r~-,.~-+ 

20 40 60 io 100 
PERCENT DRAWDOWN -

to be created in a well. This is generally found Fig. 16.23. Yield drawdown curve. 

to be 70% of the maximum drawdown which can be created in a well. · 

Example 16.3. A pumping test was made in a medium sand and gravel to a depth 
of 15 m wher;e a bed of clay was encountered. The normal ground water level was at 
the suiface. Observation holes were located, at distances of 3 m and 7.5 m from the 
pumped well. At a discharge of 3.6 litres/sec from the pumping well, .a steady state was 
attained in about 25 hrs. The drawdown at 3mwas1.65 m and at 7.5 m was.0.36 m. 
Compute the coefficient of permeability of the soil. 

or 

or 

Solution,. Q = 3.6liti;es/sec 
r1 = 3 i;n; s1 = 1.65 m; h1 = 15 - 1.65 = 13.35 m 

r2 = 7.5 m, s2 = 0.36 m; h2 = 15 = 0.36 = 14.64m 

Using Thiem's formula for unconfined aquifers, i.e. equation (16.13), we get 

3,.6 . 31 . = nK .. [(14.64)'-(13.35)2]~ rtK [27.99 x 1.29] 
lOQO m sec 2.3 . . 

1 
(7.5J 2.3 · 0.398q 

. . ' og!O 3 . . 

K :::;[rt :f/9~·~91~29] x 1~~0 x lOOcm/sec = 0.00289cm/sec. . Ans. 

Example 16.4. A well penetrates into an unconfined aquifer haying a saturated 
depth pf 100 metres, The discharge is 250 litres per-minute--at-4-2 metr~s draw down: 
Assuming equilibrium flow conditions and a homogeneous aquifer, estimate the dis
charge at 18 metres drawdown.The distance from the well where the drawdown influen- .· 
ces are not appreciable may be taken to be equal for both the cases. 

Solution. d = 100 m 
S1=12m 
Q1 = 2501itres/minute, 

(U.P.S.C., Engg. Services, 1969) 
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Using Dupuit's forniula for unconfined aquifers, i.e. eqn. (16.17), we have 

rtK (d2 - hw2) 

--~ = 23 )og,0 (~} _ .. 

In the first case ; drawdown = 12 m 

.. hw=(100m-12m)=88m 

1tK[(lOo)2':.. (88)2] - - - -
:. 250 litres/minute= ,.} logJO (~ 1 

(iere Rand rw are the same for both the cases) 
1tK 250 250 

(

R = (100)2 - (S8)2 188 x 12 ... (A) 
2.3 logio rw 

In the 2nd case : Drawdown= 18 m 

hw = 100-.18 = 82m 

Q2 = [7tK x [(100)
2 

-R (82)2] 

2.3 loglO (rw) . 

·Putting the value from (A), we get 

-- ~~= [ 18~~ 12] [(100)
2 ~ (82)2] 

250x 182x 18 363 1i / . . A 
= 

188 
x 

12 
.. = . tres_mmute ns. 

Example 16.5. A 30cm diameter well penetrates 25 m below the static watertable. 
After 24 hours of pumping @ 5400 litres/minute; the water level in a test well at 90 m 
is lowered by 0.53 m, and in a well 30 m away the drawdown is 1.1 Jm. (a) What is the 

. tran,smissibility of the aquifer? (Engg. Services, 1968) 

(b) Also determine the drawdown in the main well. 

Solution. Since the well penetrates 25 m below the static watertable, it evidently is 
the case of an unconfined aquifer. The Thiem's discharge eqn. for such a well is given 
by eqn. (16.13) as: 

- - - - - - .C ccc-..:-'.·.:-·.=~ ... C-:....:... ...... '.. 7tk:· (11,;,2 ._-h\ 2r· 
Q=---

' r2 
. 2.310g10-

r1 

- --· ··-·· . ----~ ---

where h2 = d-s2 = 25 -0.53= 24.47 m 

ht= d- St= 25 - 1.11= 23.89 m 
r2 =-90m 
r1 =30m 

Q = 54001/min = 5.4m3 /min =0.09m3/s 
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Substituting the given values in the above eqn., we get 

0.09 = 3.14 x K. [(24.47)29~ (23.89)
2

) 

2.3 log!O 30 

821 

or 
0.09 x 2.3 x 1og10 3 . _3 K= · 2 · . · 2 = 1.121.x 10 mis 

3.14 [(24.47) - (23.89) ] .. 
Now T=Kd=l.121xl0-3 x25m2/s . 

= 0.028m2/s=1.68 m2/min Ans. 
· To determine the drawdown in the ·main ·well, use the above eqn. as 

= 1t K (h1
2

- hw
2

) [using h~ in place of h2] 

Q r1 . and hw m place of h1 
2.3 Iog1o-

rw 

or 
I.i21 x 10-3 [(23.89)2 - h;}] 

0.09= 30 
2.3 log!O O. l 5 

or hw= 12.08m 
Sw=d-hw= 25-12.08=12.92m 

Hence, the drawdown in the main well = 12.92 m Ans. 

Example 16.6. 60 cm diameter well is being pumped at d. rate of 1360 litres/minute. 
Measurements in a nearby test well were made at the same time as follows. At a distance 
of6 mfrom the well being pumped, the drawdown was 6 m, and at 15 m the drawdown 
was 1.5 m. The bottom of the well is 90 m below the ground watertable. (a) Find out 
the coefficient ofpermeability. (b) If all the observed points were on the Dupuit curve, 
whatwas the drawdown in the well during pumping? (c) What is the Sp. capacity of the 
-well?.-(d),Whatcis-the~rate at which water can be drawn from· this well? -· 

or 

and 

Solution. Prom Eqn. (16.13), we have Thiem'.s formula for unconfined aquifers: 

nK [hl-h1
2
] 

Q=-----

(a) 

r2 
2.3 log10 -

r1 

Here r1 =6m 

SJ =6m 
d=~Om 

r2 = 15 m 
s2 =I.Sm 

Q = 1,360 litres/minutes= 1.36 m3 /min 
•. h1 =90-6m=84m 

/Jz. =_9 .. D.:=:-==t5_m3..:c~~,5..:.m .. =,-=-"-..c.c...c:._· ___ c.c...=.:=.- __ _ 

136 
= [nK (88.5)2 

- (84)2
) 

... · . 15 
· 2.3 log10 6 

K = 1.36 x 2.3 x 0.398 = 1 603 10-3 
1t 172.5 x 4.5 . x 

K = 0.51 x 10-3 m/niin Ans. 
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(b) Now 

or 

-Using 

we get 

But 
and 

rw=0.3m 
r2 =;:.15 m 
h2= 88.5m 

hw=? 
-----Q :iik(lii: =Ft/y-- --

rz 
2.3 log10 -

rw 

.7t K [(88.5)2 _,_hi}] 
Q= . 

15 
2.3 log10 0.3 

Q = 1.36 
nK = 1.603 x 10-3 

1.603 X 10-3 [(88.5)2 - hw2
] 

l.36=---------
2.3 log!O (50) __ 

or . 1.36 x 2.3 x 1.69 =-(88.5)2- h 2 
- 1.603 x 10-3 - w 

or 

or 
or 

3,290=7,820-hw2 

hw2 = 7,820-3,290= 4,530 
hw=61.4m 

:. Drawdown in the pumped well 
_ =90-67.4=22.6m Ans. 

(c) Specific capacity of the well. It is the discharge for a unit (i.e. 1 m) drawdown 
in the pumped well. -

or 

or 

or 

Let us first find out the valJie of R _ 
- - ------ - --

Use Dupuit's equation for unconfined aquifers, i.e. eq: (i6.17) as·: 

Q = 1tK (dz- hw2) 

- 2.3 log10 (~) _ 

1.36 = 1tK [(90)2- (6;.4)2] 

- 2.3 log10 (o.3) 
1.603 x 10-3 x 157.4 x 22.6 

......... 

136 

.~ 23~og10~L . 
l ( R )· 1.603 x 157.4x 22,.6 = l 824 - ogio 0.3 2.3 x 1,3§0 · 

Taking antilog, we get 
-R 
--66 7 
0.3 ~ .. 

R=20.01 
Say R=20m. 
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Now, specific capacity 

· nK [(90)2 
- (89)2

] 
= Qunitdrawdown = . 20 

2.3 log10 0.3 
1.603 x 10-3 x 179 x 1 = 

68 3 10
_3 31 . 

= 2.3·x 1.824 · x m lllln . 

.. Hence, the specific capacity 

= 68.3 litre/minute Ans. 
(d) Maximum discharge will occur when 

hw=O 

. Qmax = nK ((90)2 -( i~))2] 
2.3 log10 0.3 

1.603 x 10-3 x 8100 
= 2.3 x 1.824 

3.09m3/min 

Hence, the maximum rate of discharge 
= 3,090 litres/minute Ans. 
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16.18. Non-Equilibrium Formula for Aquifers (Unsteady Radial Flows) 

The main drawback of the equilibrium formulas given by Thiem and Dupuit, was the 
problem to attain equilibrium conditions, since it is not an easy job to do so. The pumping 
has to be continued at a uniform rate for a very long time so as to achieve steady flow 
conditions. Further research was, therefore, carried out to simplify the process and to 
calculate the yield in some other way. 

A major advancement in this field was made by Thies when he developed his 
--cnon-equilibrium formula by intro-ducing the time factor t. Tliis formula was derived by 

Thies in 1935, by comparing the flow of water with the flow of heat by conduction. The 
formula evolved by him involved the solution of a complicated integral, the solution of 
which requires the use of various tables and graphs. 

Later, Jacob derived the same formula by directly using the hydraulic concept. He 
also slightly modified the Thies formula by making a slight approximation, so as to 
simplify it. The final formula which was arrived at the end, by Jacob, is given as : 

Q [ 4Tt J s = 41tT loge r2 . A -,- 0.5772 ... (16.34) 

where s = D,rawdown in the observ.ation well after a 
'-~- =--:. : .co time_ J,::fr.om:the.=s.tar.Lof=pumpin.g==i-n the. · · 

main well 

T= Coefficien-t of transmissibility of the 
aquifer 

Q = Constant discharge pumped· out from the 
main pumped well. 

A = Coefficient of storage of the measured · 
dra_wdown. 
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r= Radial distance of the observation 
well from the main pumped well. 

The derivation of this formula is given below : 
Derivation. Let us consider a generalised free-body diagram of the flow 

·system in the vicin-ityof-a discharging well, as shown in Fig. 16.24. 

r 

·~-~~=,-:-'.:~-:::;::J_~--- -
~ .... .... 

' 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 16.24. 

Let the impermeable planes bound the system on top and bottom, and we also 
assume that the flow is radial and horizontal but the equilibrium conditions are not 
necessary as the flow is considered to .be unsteady .. 

·Hydriiu1ic · gradienn:rir1heiimerface~ofthe cylindrical shell 
OS =Ii=-
CJr 

. . 

It should be negative because as s is increasing, r is· decreasing· 

CJs 
Ii =-a;: 

Hydraulic gradient at the outer face = 12 
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or 

or 

Now 

----:1;-+ _!1_ · dr ' 
\ -~·-

\ -l·(1a. ar a1 J 
h = - a ~ + a~ · dr 

Q1 ~ischarge from the inner face 

- =K{1A 

=K{~2nr·H 
as as 

Q1 = - 2nKH.r. a;= - 2nT.r. a; 

as 
QI= - 2rtrTa; 

(with -ve sign) 

2nr = Surface area ] 

H =Full depth of the aquifer ·· 

... (i) 

Similarly,Q2 = K 12 A= K 12 27t (r + dr) H = T. /2 27t (r + dr) 

[
as a; J = - T ar + a; dr 2n (r + dr) ... (ii) 

subtracting (ii) from (i), we get 

as [as a; ] Q1 - Q2 = - 2nrT · ar + T. a r + a; · dr 2n (r + dr) 

_ a s a s . a; a s 2 a; 
- - 2nrT. ~ + 2nrT ~ + 2nr.T 2 dr. + 2n.T.dr ~ + 2nT.d, 2 0 r 0 r a, 0 r a, 

= 2nrT. a;_dr + 21t17lr-:a s + 21tT.d2 . a; a2 . . a r r a2 
r r 

a1 . 
Neglecting 2n.T.a~ d;, as the differentials of the higher.()rder _are v_ery small, we get 

r 

a; as [ a; as ] Q1 - Q2 = 2nrT. "'2 · dr+ 2nT.dr. a= 2nT. r. 2 dr+a-;: .dr 
a, ~ a, 

[
a; 1 as] = 2nrT.dr. - + - -a2 r a r r 

.. . (iil) 

. . . . Q1 - Q2 (i,e. the difference in the rate of flow through the inner and outer faces of 
·-u; cylinct~i~al sh-ell) must be d.~a~~ from thest~rage-within ili~ -s=h.~IT (Pr1Ilc1pTe of 

Conservation of.Mass). · 

Therefore, QI - Q2 = Rate of change of volume of this storage of the thin 
cylindrical shell of thickness dr. 

(2nr.dr) A.as 
= at 

--, 
I. 
1,' 
i 

i 
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[Because A= Coeff. of storage, i.e. the volume of 
water drained through a unit-cross
section and full depth, when pressure 
falls by unity. 
In this case, 
pressure fall is equal to as; and the total 
volume diained :;;: (surface area drained) 
x Ax fall of pres~ure 
or Change of volume in a time at 

= (2nr.dr.) A.as 
or Rate of change of volume · 

= 2nr.dr A.as] 
at 

Equating these two values of Q1 - Q2 given by eqn. (iii) and (iv), we get 

as 1 as. . as 
[

2 ][; J 2nrT.dr. a; +-;. · dr = 2nr..dr.A. dr _ 

a/ 1 as A C:ls -+-·-=-·-a 2 r ar T dt r 

This is the differential equation governing this unsteady flow and can be solved for 
the boundary conditions of our given problem i.e. s = 0 before pumping begins ands 
approaches zero as r approaches infinity after pumping begins, i.e. s = 0 at t = 0 and 
s~Oas r~=. 

The solution of this differential equation for a constant pumping rate Q is given by 
the expression. 

s=.JL 
4nT 

x=oo_,_ 

J e~x. dx 

r2A x=-
4TI 

The above solution is obtained after complicated mathematical calculations, which 
are beyond the scope of this book. The integral involved above is called well-function. 

Now we can again write 

II e~x dxl =0 
atx=oo 

Hence, the drawdown,s, after a given time t and at a distance r from the centre of 
the pumped well is given by the equation 
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( ... (16.34a) 

This equation, as derived by Thies, involved complicated mathematical calculations 
and was later simplified by Jacob as follows : 

Modified Non-Equilibrium Formula. It is evident that x decreases as t increases, 
and Jacob found that the terms beyond loge x in equation (16.34a) are not appreciable 
arid can be neglected for larger values oft. Using this approximation, equation (l 6.34a) 

· can be reduced to 

s = /!r,T [- 0.5772- loge x J where x = ;~ 

Q [ 1 J r2A = 4nT lo!v;-0.5772 wherex = 4T
1 

or s= 4~T[lo& ~~ -0.5772] ... (16.34) 

This is the important final equation and must be remembered. If, in an observation 
well at a distance r from the main pumped well, the drawdowns are respectively s1 and 
s2 at times t1 and t2 after the pumping was started in the main well, then 

Q [ 4Tt1 ] s1 = 4nT lo& r2 . A - 0.5772 ... (v) 

-and s2 = 4~T[Io& 12
:... 0.5772] ... (vi) 

Subtracting (v) from (vi), we get 

Q [ 4Tt2 . 4Tt1] Q lr 4Tt2 r2A J 
s2 - si = 4nT lo& ?A - lo& r2A = 4nT loge r2A . 4Tt1 

Q t2 2.3Q t2 = - lo& - = -- log1o-
4nT ... 11 4nT 11 

2.3Q t2 
s2 -s1 =--log10 -

4nT t1 
or ... (16.35) 

The above formula holds good for larger values of t. It is evident from the above 
equation that ifthe drawdowns are notedfor.vwious values oft on.thegiven.obserntign 

we'Irata aisfance-r frorii-tfiemfiln--pumpeiCwelLan<la graph.-iSI>lotte<l between log t 

and s, it will be a straight line, with the limitation that the initial values (i.e. when 1 is 
small} may not exactly lie on a straight line. From this straight line, two values, of t 1 

and 12 and corresponding values of s1 and s2 can be read out, and knowing the value of 
T, Q can be worked out easily. 

The straight line can be produced so as to cut the X-axis at point P as shown in Fig. 
16.25. Now let the value oft at P be represented by t0 . 
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Fig. 16.25. 

Now, we know that 

s == 4er[10~ ;~: -·o.5112] 

s = 0, t == t0 

O= 4~r[lo8e ;~0 -o.sn2] 
__Q_ ' 

Since 41tT =t:- 0 

4Tt0 
loge lA ~ 0.5772= 0 

4Tt0 
loge r2A = 0.5772 

Hence, 

4 Tto _ o. s112 
,xA.-e -

A= 4Tt9. , 2.25Tt0 

r2 eo.s1n --=-; 

. 2.25Tt0 A=--. r2 
... (16.36) 

__ c ____ The coe_f!icientof storage A, can be worlceg 9ut by this eq\;lat!OJ}.. 

Example 16.7:-1~-~~--;;rt-;sian ~qulf;r~the-dr4~down-Ts- (~'cm~ire~ grci· radial 
distance of 10 metres from a well after twQ hours of pim"lping. Qn the bq~i~ of Tf!ies' 
non-equilibrium equation, detennine the pumping time for the same drqwqgwn (i.e.. 1.2 
m) cit a radial distance of 30 metres from the well. 

Solution. The Thies' non-equilibrium equation (16.34) is 

s = 4~T [loge ;~: - 0.577: J 
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lri the given question, the drawdown is the same in both the observation wells, 
therefore, 

or 

ot 

or 

or 

or 

But 

weli (1) 

r1 =!Orn 

t1 = 2 hr. 

s; = 
4
QT [loge 

4[ti -0.5772] 
1t _ ri .A 

,, = 4~r [1og, ~f ~ -osm] 

SJ =s2 

well (2) 

r2 = 30 rn 

t2=? 

4~r [loge :1~~ = 0.5712] = 4~r[toge :;~ - 0.5772) 

4Tt1 - . _ 4Tt2 
loge ~A =loge - 2-

r1 r2 A 

4Tt1 4Tt2 

r/A = r22A 

t1 - t1 

r12 - rl 
Putting the respective values, we get 

2 hr _ --32:._ 
(10)2 - (30)2 

-t;;-:=:<30);x2hr-=9 x 2hr= rshr c 

(10) 
~= 18br Ans. 

Example .16.8. A well is located in a 30 m thick t()ttji.ned g.quifer of permeability 
35 mlday and storage coefficient of0.004. If the well is pumped at the rate of 1500 litres 
per minute, calculate the drawdown at a distance of 40 m from the well after 20 hours 
of pumping. (U.P.S.C Civil Services,1991) 

Solution. Using Jacob's eqn. (16.34), we have 

s = 4~T [log., ~ - 0.5772] 

where · s = drawdown = ? 
H= deptn ofaquifer =30 m 
K=35m/day 
A= storagecoeff= 0.004 

Q = 1500 l/min = ~·g m3 /sec= 0.025 m3 /s 

r=40m 
t = 20 hr = 20 x 3600 secs = 72000 secs 
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T = K . H = 35 x 30 m2 I day 

1050 2 - 2 = 
60 

x 
60 

x 24 m /sec - 0.012153 m Is 

Substituting values, we get 

s== 0.025 [io 4x0.012153x72000_ 0.5772] 
4x3.14x0.012153 ge (40)2 x0.004 

= 0.163 [6.3042-0.5772] = 0.163 x 5.724 = 0.94 m. Ans. 

16.19. The Method oflmages ·Its Use in Ground Water Analysis for Areally Limited 
Aquifers. 

The equilibri.um as well as t11e non-equilibrium fonnulas, derived in the previous articles, 
for analysing ground water pumping, have been derived on the assumption that the aquifer 
being pumped is of infinite areal extent. This assumption is generally not fulfilled in the actual 
field except in the cases of a few sedimentary rock aquifers. In actual practice, the continuity 
of aquifers is usually broken by the existence of formation boundaries, folds & faults, or the 
dissection by surface streams. The existence of such geological structures limit the areal extent 
of aquifers to a few kilometers or more in consolidated-strata. In unconsolidated materials and 
particularly in the glaciated areas, the infinite areal extent is seldom met with; Consequently, 
it becomes necessary to consider the effects caused by the existence of such geological 
structures on the movement of ground water, before the foregoing formulas (derived in the 
previous articles) can be applied to the problems of flow in really limited aquifers. 

Thus, when an aquifer is intersected by a perennial stream or some other water body with 
sufficient flow, it will prevent development of the cone of depression beyond that surface 

Perennial 
stream 

(i) Unconsolidated strata 

Perennial 
st ream 

-(ii) Consolidated strafa 

(a) Positive boundary caused by the intersection of an aquifer by a perennial stream. 

(i) Unconsolidated strata (ii) Consolidated strata 
(b) Negative boundary caused by the intersection of an aquifer by impervious strata. 
Fig. 16.26. Positive and Negative geological boundaries in aerially limited aquifers. 
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source. The intersection of the aquifer with the stream will then become a geological 
boundary, and is called a positive boundary, since it will help in preventing drawdowns over 
large areas. On the other hand, when some impervious aquiclude formation does intersect an· 
aquifer, it will stop the flow from the aquifer area bounded by it, and hence such a contact is 
known as a negative boundary. Examples of positive & negative contacts are reflected in Fig. 
16.26 (a) and (b), respectively. 

Strictly speaking, most geologic boundaries except for some faulted structures, do not 
occur as abrupt straight line demarcations, yet they can be assumed to be so without 
involving much error, since the area covered by a well being pumped, is relatively small. 

By considering the geologic bounaary as a straight line demarcation, it has further beeri 
possible to solve the flow pattern by substitution of a hypothetical system that satisfies the 
limits of the real system. The method of images, devised byLlord Kelvin in his work on 
electrostatic theory, is. a convenient tool for the solution of boundary problems. 

Let us for example, consider an idealized section of an aquifer which is inter-sected 
by a surface stream in Fig. 16.27. To act as an effective positive boundary, the flow in 
the surface stream must be equal or exceed the withdrawal of the well, because any flow 

•. 

sratic Water 
Level 

f .... :- - . 

REAL' REGlOl'·f - -

--- --·--
-----... 

' Perennial 
I River 
I 

J---·-·-·-1·1 ·-·-·-· 
.,..------, : I 

" Cone of I 1 I 
,,..._Depression 1 I I , , 

Imaginary 
Component of 
Real Well 

R<ial Well-..,H~-- A A -111'- image Well 

Fig. 16.27. Idealized section of an aquifer which is intersected by a perennial stream alongwith a 
hypothetical well system for the solution of this type of flow problems. 
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below the well yield would result in drying up of the stream, eliminating the said boundary. 
The str,eam is now assumed to be of infinitesimal width, ~-a line~source. At 
this line source, there will be zero drawdown, since the nver is perennial. Any system that 
can satisfy this boundary limit will offer the solution to the real problem. 

As shown by-the central Fig. in Fig block: 16.27, the real and bounded aquifer has 
been replaced by an imaginary aquifer of infinite areal extent and an imaginary recharg
ing well, called image well, placed on the opposite side of and equidistant from the 
boundary. As illustrated, the imaginary recharge well returns water to the aquifer at the 
same rate as it is withdrawn by the _real dis~ha_rg~ well. The image well, consequently 
produces a build up of water level at the boundary that is exactly equal to, and cancels 
the drawdown of the real well. This system results in obtaining zero drawdown at the 
boundary, which satisfies the limit of the real problem. 

The real components of the cone of depression of the real well and the cone of 
impression of the image well are shown as solid lines in the region of real values. to 
obtain the resultant cone of depression; i.e. to evaluate the drawdown at any, point in 
the real region, we shall have to add algebraically the real components of the two 
depression cones. The resultant cone of depression is thus found to be steepened on the 
riverside of the well and flattened on the landward side. 

Note. The actual observed drawdown in a well bounded by such a river boundary on 
pumping, will hence Qe found to be less than what is computed by the Dupuit's or Thiem's 
fonnulas i.e. s. The._1:eduction being equal to the drawdown caused by the image well at the 
location of the real wet1-at.-distance 2A apart ; say s,.. Hence, actual drawdown in the real well 
will be equal to s - s; inplace.of s. It use has been exhibited in solving numerical example 16.9. 

Similarly, the utilisation of an image well in solving the problem of an aquifer 
bounded by an impervious strata is reflected in Fig. 16.28. 

Example 16.9. A O.Sm diameter well fully penetrates a 30m thick confined aquifer 
of hydraulic conductivity-20mlday. Due tp contil'}uous pumping, if a drawdown of 1.0 m 
is registered in the well, what will beiherate of pump-ing when the well ffTocated ata 
distance of 50 m from a pe rerinial stream. (Civil Services, 1999) 

Solution. In this case, the aquifer is not of infinite areal extent, but is inter-sected 
by a perennial stream at a distance of 50 m from the well, which will reduce the 
drawdown in the well than what is computed by Dupuit's or Thiem's formulas. 

Ifs represents the drawdown compmed by Dupuit's or Thiem's formulas, ands; 
represents the drawdown caused at the location of the real well by the image well (at a 
distance of 2A = 2 X 50 m = 100 m), then we can write; 

The actual drawdown in the well of aerially limited aquifer 
= s - s; = 1.0 m (given) ... (i) 

Thiem's formula is now applied to the image well being pumped at a discharge of 
Q, to:fincLouLits.impact(i.e. drawdQWn, s;) at a distance 2A, by using Eq. 16.14, as: 

2rt.K.d. (s1 - s2) 
Q= 2

31 
I (i.e.Eq.16.14) 

. og (r2. "r1) 
where, s1 = s (image well) 

s2 = s; (impact of image well at distance 2A apart) 
r 1 = r = 0.25 m (given), since_ the real well as well as its image 

well are of 0.5 m dia. 
r2 = 100 m (i.e. 2A). 
d = 30 m (given); and K = 20 m/day (given) 
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Sta tit 
Water level 

I 
·_.· .· ._._ -;·; ~:-. . 

REAL 
REGION 

Cone of 
Depression 

. - . ~··· . . . ... ·· ... 

Real 
Well 

Fig. 16.28. Idealized section of an aquifer bounded by an 
'imper\'ious formation', shown along with a hypothetical welLsystem 

for the solution of this type of flow problems. 

Substituting the values, we get 
27t x 20 x 30 (s - si) 3 

Q = 100 rn /day 
2.3 loglO 0.2S 

833 

or Q = 629.92 (s - s;) ... (ii) 

But from (i) 
s,-s;,=_ _Lm-_,_ , ____ -'- -,"-~'-- ~--------- ____ , _____ ,, ____ , __ 

Q = 629 .92 m3 I day = 6.30 lps. Ans. . 

16.20. Recharging of- Underground Storage 

Just as the artificial surface reservoirs are constructed by building dams in order to 
store the surplus surface waters; in the same manner, artificial underground reservoirs 
are now-a-day~ developed by artificial recharge, for storing water underground. The 
development of such a reservoir may be advantageous as compared to the development 
of a dam reservoir, because of the following reasons; 

(i) Much purer water can be obtained from an underground reservoir source. 
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(ii) No space is required for building such a reservoir. 
(iii) The cost of building such a reservoir by recharging the aquifers may be 

considerably less than the cost of the surface reservoirs. Moreover, in an underground 
reservoir, the aquifer in which the water is stored shall itself act as a distribution system 

-- - -for carrying the water from one place to another, and as such, the necessity of construct
ing pipe lines or canals (as is required in a surface reservoir) is completely eliminated. 
On the other hand, extra cost is involved for pumping out the ground water. However, 
the reduction in the first cost due to elimination of a huge distribution network may 
sometimes be so high as to offset the subsequent cpst of pumping, which is required in 

- such underground reservoirs. - -
(iv) The water lost in evaporation from an underground reservoir is much less than 

the water lost from a surface reservoir. 
(v) The raising of the watertable by artificial recharge may help in building pressure 

barriers to prevent sea water intrusion in the coastal areas. 
Artificial recharge of ground water is, therefore, preferred and encouraged in 

modern days, so as to augment the natural available undergroun_d yield, for management 
of water supply systems. Artificial recharging technique is under intensiv_e research, and 
is being increasingly used in France, Israel, Federal Republic of Germany, U.K. etc. 

16.20.1. Methods of Recharging. The three methods which are generally adopted 
for ground water recharging are discussed below : 

(1) Spreading method. This method consists in spreading the water over the 
surfaces of permeable open land and pits, from where it directly infiltrates to rather 
shallow aquifers. In this method, the water is temporarily stored in shallow ditches, or 
is spread over an open area by constructing low earth dykes (called percolation bunds). 

·-The stored water, slowly and steadily, percolates downward, so as to join the nearby 
aquifers. The recharging rate depends upon the permeability of the spread area and on 
the depth of water stored-,--and-is generaUyJess, say- of the order ()fl.5-_m/da):'., though 
rates as high as 22.5 m/day have been possible. Certain chemicals, when added to the 
soil, may help in increasing the recharging rate and are under research. 

(2) Recharge-well method. This method consists in injecting the water into bore 
holes, called recharge wells. In this method of recharge, the water is therefore, fed into 
recharge wells by gravity or may be pumped under pressure ·to increase the recharge · 
rate, if surface conditions permit. The recharge wells used for this purpose, are just like 
ordinary production wells. lnfact the ordinary production wells are many a times directly 
used for recharge during the off season, when the water is not required for use. 
Recharge-well method is certainly preferred when the spreading method cann_ot yield 
appreciable recharge, because of low permeable areas. High recharge rates can be 
obtained with this method. Moreover, this method may help in injecting water into the 
aquifers, _and also where i!is most needed. This method is wid_e_ly practised in Israel. 

The water to be used in the re~harge-well should, however; be -piiier than that is 
required in the first method .. This water should be free of suspended matter, so as to 
avoid clogging of the well screens. Since the recharge well injects the water directly 
into the aquifer, the water used for recharging must also be free from bacteria. Hence, 
jf the tn~ated sewage is used for recharge, it should generally be bacteriologically pure. 

(3) Induced Infiltration methud. The third method which is sometimes useu ror 
recharge is that of the induced infiltration, which is accomplished by increas:ng the 
watertable gradient from a source of recharge. In this method, Renney type* welts are 

* Ranney well is explained in the next article. 
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constructed near the river banks. The percolating water is collected in the well through 
radial collectors L1d is then discharged as recharge into a lower level aquifer 'B' for 
storage, as shown 1 .. Fig. 16.29. '' 

~-·· PUNP HOUSE 

RADIAL COLLECTOR 

/ 

LOWER LEVEL AQUIFER' 'g' ------ _-_-_: 

g~~-~-='"t-~~~~-~~~~~=.:-~=="-~;---:: ~~-_::~ t~/ ~ ~ =~===--~--:.--:~~---o_ 

Fig. 16.29. Induced infiltration method of recharge. 
VARIOUS FORMS OF UNDERGROUND SOURCES 

AND THEIR EXPLOITATION 

The underground water is generally available in the following forms: 

(1) Infiltration galleries; (2) Infiltration wells; 
(3) Springs; and (4) Wells including tubewells. 
These forms are discussed below : 

16.21. Infiltration Galleries 

Infiltration galleries are horizontal or nearly horizontal tunnels constructed at shal
~-c:l~hs (1_.to~_me.tres )_along _the_banlcoLthexi-¥erthrough4he--w-ateF-bearing strata, 

as shown in Fig. 16.30(a). They are s.ometimes called horizontal wells. 
- · These galleries are generally constructed of ·masonry walls with roof slabs, and 

- derive their water from the aquifer by various porous drain pipes. These pipes are 
gen,erally covered with gravel, so as to prevent the entry of the fine sand particles into 
the pipe. These tunnels or galleries are generally laid at a slope, and the water co::ected 
in.them is taken to a sump well, from where it is pumped, treated and distributed to the 
consumers. These infiltrati.on galleries are quite useful when water is available in 
sufficient quantity just below the ground level or so. 
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RIVER OR 
STREAM CHANNEL -

Fig. 16.30 (a). Section of an infiltration gallery. 

-,- ... 

·Aetual -·~ 1-----i: f I ow -: -~ 
. patt~r~ ·,-

r-----1~ .. - _·-: .: . 

Fig. 16.30 (b). Flow pattern in an infiltrating gallery. 

The -flo~ pattern into ~n-fofilfration gallery under pumping equilibrium conditions -
is shown. in Fig. 16.30 (b), as the drawdown curve follows the Dupuit's curve. The 
discharge, from the gallery can be computed by using Darcy's Jaw, as 

Q=KiA 
Now, consider a point P on the drawdown curve having coordinates (x, y). On 

considering a small element of width dx, the head gradient will be dyl dx, and the area 
of soil through which flow will occur will be y . L, where L is the length of the gallery 
(..L to paper ). 

:. Discharge Q = J K. (~} (y.L). 

x=R Y=H 

_ q x _ L dx = K_.L. · 1 y dy 
-- _: _____ ---== 

x=O y=h 

where x varies between 0 to R, where R is the 
· radius of influence. 

y varies between h and H ; where 
h = depth of water in the gallery 

on pumping at equilibriu1n 
H = Static head i.e. height of initial 

water level above the bottom 
of gallery. 
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;·=H 

Q I x I::: = K.L I f [ = h 

or 

Q.R = K.L tH2 

~ h
2

J 
. H2-h2 

Q =K.L. 2R ... ( 16.37) 

where Q =Discharge 

K = Permeability coefficient of the aquifer 
L = length of the gallery (J_ to Fig.) 

H = Initial depth of water level 
h = Final depth of water level 

R = Radius of influence 
Sometimes, horizontal perforated pipes are laid in place of rectangular tunnels, and their 

perforations are covered with gravel so as to prevent sand entry. These pipes may be called 
infiltration pipes, and are useful when the available ground water is small in qu;antity. 

16.22. Infiltration Wells 

Infiltration wells are the shallow wells constn .. .;ted in series along the banks of the rivers, 
in order to collect the river water seeping through their bottoms, as shown in Fig. 16.31. 

· These wells are 
generally constructed of 
brick masonry with open 
joints. They are generally 
covered at the top and 
kept open at the bottom, 
as shown in Fig 16.32: For 

INFILTRATION WELLS 7 

-.-. · --i'nspecticm·- parpo·ses; ·-man:.·· ....... __ w.'f. ·-c .. -- ·-----.. ----~;-,.,~-~--- .. - ""·=~-=--,--

holes are provided ·in the • __ t _ ---- _.,,..,. "' MOUND '', ...... 

top cover. ___ _ 

The various infiltra- '///// IJ////l///// lll/7/l//////77///T 
tion wells are connected . 
by porous pipes to a sump Fi_g. 16.31. Location of infiltration wells. 

well, called jack well, as shown in Fig. 16.33. The water reaching the jack well from 
different infiltration wells is lifted, treated and distributed to the consumers. 

---- W:T. 
____ '17 ___ ---

,,_ . 

Manhole 

Masonary well 
with open joints 
or R.C.C. cai son 

Fig. 16.32. Section of an infiltration well. Fig. 16.33. Plan of a jack WP\l drawing water 
from several infiltration wells. 
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Ranney Wells. A new technique that has recently started is to construct a vertical well of 
3 to 6 m in diameter with horizontal radial collectors, and is known as a radial well. Such a 
well is sunk up to the required level and plugged at the bottom. Horizontal perforated steel 
pipes are then driven just at the level of the aquifer in the well·by powerful hydraulic jacks. 
The length of these pipes or radial collectors may be of the order of 60 to 80 m or so. About 
10 collectors can be installed at one level. Some-other set or sets of such radial collectors can 
be installed at other levels, if possible, so as to increase the yield. The inner end of each collector 
pipe is fitted with a sluice valve which can be operated from the pump house above. The inflow 
of water into the well is thus controlled. The water from the well obtained by this method is 
generally clean, fresh and -free from bacterial contamination. These wells are, therefore, very 
useful for drawing water from polluted streams. This type of well construction is very comm.on 
in France, and is sometimes referred to as French system of tapping underground water. 

A patented type of a radial well is known as a ranney well, or a ranney collector. 
It consists of an R.C.C. caisson of 4.3 m (13') i,n diameter, 0.45 m (18") thick, which is 
sunk into the ground up to the ·required level, and from which radial collectors are 
projected, as explained above. 

16.23. Springs 

The natural outflow of ground water at the Earth's surface is said to form a spring. 
A pervious layer sandwiched between two impervious layers, give rise to a natural 
spring. A spring indicates the outcropping of the watertable. 

The springs are generally capable of supplying very small amounts of water, and 
are, therefore, generally not regarded as sources of water supplies. However, good 
developed springs may sometimes be used as water supply sources for small towns, 
especially in hilly areas. Certain springs, sometimes discharge hot water due to the 
presence of sulphur in them. These hot springs (such as the one in Sohana in Haryana; 
a group on the bed and bank of Sutlej river at Tattapani near Simla ; and also another 
at Manikaran near_ 1.fanali on Parvati river in H.P. state) usually emit sulphur mixed 
water (warm to boiffiigrand hence cannot be used for water supplies, though-sometimeSc:- -
useful for taking dips for the cure of certain skin ailments. 

16.23.1. Formation and Types of Springs. Springs are· us11ally formed under 
three general conditions of geological formations, as explained below : 

(a) Gravity springs. When the ground watertable rises high and the water overflows 
through the sides of a natural valley or a depression (as shown in Fig. 16.34), the spring 
formed js known as a gravity spring. The flow from such a spring is variable with the 
rise or fall of watertable. 

______ NATURAL GROUND 
SURFACE NATURAL 

DEPRESSION 
_OR A VALLEY 

-- ------- ---"--

Fig. 16.34. Gravity spring. 

(b) Surface springs. Sometimes, an impervious obstruction or stratum, supporting the 
underground storage, becomes inclined (such as shown in Fig. 16.35), causing the watertable 
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NATURAL GROUND. 
SURFACE 

SURFACE 
SPRING ____ _,...._,, 

Fig. 16.35. Surface spring. 
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to go up and get exposed to the ground surface. This type of a spring is known as a 
surface spring. The quantity of water available from such springs is quite uncertain. 

(c) Artesian springs. When the above storage is under pressure (i.e. the water is flowing 
through some confined aquifer), such as shown in Fig. 16.36, the spring formed is known as 
artesian spring. Titls type of springs are able to provide almost uniform quantity of water. Since 
the water oozes out under pressure, they are able to provide higher yields and may be thought 
of as the possible sources of water supply. 

Fig. 16.36. Artesian spring. 

When a spring issues out of the ground, a lake or a pond gets formed. Pucca masonry 
walls are, therefore, constructed on four sides of this tank or pond which is covered at the top. 
Proper cleaning of the area and arrangements for excluding the surface waters from entering 
the spring should be properly made, so as to avoid contamination of spring water. The water 
collected in the tank or the pond can be carried through pipes for meeting the water demand. 

WELLS 
A water well is a hole usually vertical, excavated in the Earth for bringing ground 

water to the surface. The wells may be classified into two types : 

(1) Open w~lls ; and (2) Tube wells. 
"- ·---- --- - -- - --

1K2~opeiiWens-or Dug Wells ---·~-----·- ·-·---· - -

Smaller amount of ground water has been utilised from the ancient times by open wells. 
Open wells are generally open masonry wells, having comparatively bigger diameters, and are 
suitable for low disc~arges of the order of 1-5 litres per second. The diameter of open wells 
generally vary from 2 to 9 m, and they are generally less than 20 m in depth. The walls of an 
open well may be built of precast concrete rings or in brick or stone masonry. Their thickness 
generally varies from 0.45 to 0.75 m, according to the depth of the well (See Fig. 16.37) 
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The yield of an open well is 
limited because such wells can 
be excavated only to a limited 
depth where the ground water 
storage is also limited. 

Moreover; in -such-a well;-
the water can be withdrawn only 
at the critical velocity for the 
soil. Higher velocities cannot be 
pennitted as that may lead to - -
disturbance of soil grains and 
consequent subsidence of the 
well lining in the hollow so 
formed. The limit placed on the 
velocity, therefore, also limits 
the maximum possible safe dis
charge of an open well. 

One of the recent methods 
used to improve the yield of an 
open well is to put in a 8 to 10 
cm diameter bon; hoie in the 
centre of the well, so as to tap 
additional water from an aquifer 
or from the fissures in the· rock. 
If a clay or a kankar layer is 
available at a smaller depth to 
support the open masonry 
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WELL CO/ER 

"~";/JjnlfJ ........ ,.. 
-~..,., ._-,., 

--~~ 

ROCK ,URS PERMITTING 
MTER _ 

I 

I 
A DUG WELL I 

Fig. 16.37. Open well fitted with hand pump. 

well, a bore hole can =be made'"in its.: ~entre ~o as_ to re~_ch the sand strata. Such an 
arrangement will not only give a structural support - to the open well but -wrn-··aJso -
considerably increase its yield. Depending upon the availability of such a provision, the open 
wells may be classified into the following two types : 

(a) Shallow open wells ; and (b) Diep open wells. 

Shallow well is the one which rests in a pervious stratum and draws its supply from the 
surrounding material. On the other hand, a deep well is the one which rests on an impervious 
'mota' 1ayer and draws its supply 
from the pervious formation 
lying below the mota layer, 
through a bore hole made into 
the 'mota· layer, asshown in Fig. 
16.38. Tueterm "motalayef,'ciilso 
sometimes known as "Matbarwa" 
or "Magasan", refers to a layer of 
clay, cemented sand, kankar or 
other hard materials, which are 
often found lying a few metres 
below the watertable in the sub
soil. These names are 11ot applied 
to the layers of hard material lying 

GL 
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Shallow well 

Perv1ous cav'1ty 

Sand layers tr_ee 
fro rn tine r groins 

Fig. 16.38. Shallow and deep dug wells. 
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above the watertable. The main advantage of such a mota layer lies in giving structural 
support to the open well resting on its surface. It is useful for unlined and ·partly lined 
wells, and is indispensable for a heavy masonry well, which would not remain stable under 
steady use without such a support. The mota layer may either be continuous or may be localised, 
and are generally found in different thicknesses and depths at different places. 

The nomenclature of shallow and deep dug wells is purely technical and has nothing 
to do with the actual depth of the well. A "shallow dug well" might be having more 
depth than a "deep dug well". 

Since a shallow well draws water from the topmost water bearing stratum, its water 
is liable to b-e c(yitaminated by the rain water percolating in the vicinity, which may take 
with it minerals or organic matter from decomposing animals and plants, etc. The water 
in a deep well, on the other hand, is not liable to get such impurities and infections. 
Secondly, the pervious formations below the mota layer generally contain greater quan
tities of ground water, yielding high specific yield. Hence, greater discharge and greater . 
supplies can be obtained from a deep well as compared to those from a shallow well. 

Water is generally drawn from dug or open welfs by means of a bucket and a rope. 
However, due to the possible surface contamination of water in an uncovered well and 
also the individual buckets adding contamination- to the water, such open wells have 
been covered in many parts of India and fitted with hand pumps (Fig. 16.37). A hand 
pump uses a reciprocating type of a pumping arrangement to lift water and is described 
in details in chapter 7 of "Water Supply engineering" by the same author. 

16.24.1. Cavity Formation in Open :Wells. Consider a well from which no water 
is being withdrawn. The water level in such a well will obviously be the same as is the 
static watertable outside the well. Now, if a discharge is withdrawn from this well at a 
constant rate, the level in the well will go down and stabilise at a lower level than that 
of the outside watertable. The head difference between these two levels is called the 
depression head (Fig. 16.39). Under the influence of this head difference, water enters 

-tlie wen· from outside, so as to fiff tne ..-gap ·created oy the\vithdrawn water,• As the water= 
from the surrounding soil travels towards the well, there is a gradual loss of head, and 
water surface drops towards the well. Since the same discharge is passing through the 
reducing soil areas as it approaches the well, there is a gradual increase in the flow 
velocity towards the well. Now according to Darcy's law, this velocity can gradually 
increase only if the hydraulic gradient gets gradually increased. Hence, the water surface 
will fall gently in the beginning 
and will fall more and more rapid
ly as it approaches the well. The 

Depression 
head 

·.... . . . 
surface ofwatertable surrounding ··:·:,_ ... -- . __ . kt~tic.W.T. -.·:_-_-,.-. 

~tf f !~if &il~:[~~~E . -. --:-~--;- ::,~ ~~? ::r-:7< . 
:~!:~~~}: :r:~~~~:J'.~~J5 • • > \ ;,nd }::!~?~~'~,u,~ '.'~~ohon 
the radius of influence of the well. Fig. 16.39 

The velocity. of percolating water into the well depends upon the depression head. 
If more amount of water is withdrawn from the well and thereby increasing the depres
sion head, higher flow velocities will prevail in the vicinity of the well. Thus, at a certain 
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rate of withdrawal, it is very much possible that the flow velocity may exceed the critical 
velocity for the soil, thereby causing the soil particles to lift up. As more and more sand 
particles are lifted, a h.ollow is created in the bottom of the we11, resulting in the 
increased effective area, so that ultimately, the velocity falls b.elow the critical value 

. and then no further· s-and goes out of the well. 
As pointed out earlier, the formatiOn of such hollows beneath the wells are 

dangerous in shallow wells, because there is always a danger of subsidence of the well 
lining. The maximum rate of withdrawal from such wells is therefore, limited. 

In cas.e of a deep well resting on mota layer; the-cavity or hollow formation_below 
the bore hole (Fig. 16.38) is not dangerous, becau.se the well lining remains supported 
on the mota layer. Hence, a hollow, much larger in area than the cross-sectional area of 
the well, may safely form in deep wells, and thereby giving higher yields. In a shallow 
well of an equivalent yield, the well area will have to be increased equal to the area of 
the cavity undc:r the deep well, which would make it costlier. 

16.24.2. Construction of Open Wells. From the construction point of view, the 
open wells may be classified into the following three types : 

· Type I. Wells with an impervious lining, such as masonry lining, and generally 
resting on a mota layer. · 

Type II. Wells with a pervious lining, such as the dry brick or stone lining, and fed 
through the pores in the lining. 

Type Ill. No lining at all i.e., a Kachha well. 
All these three types of wells are discused below : 
Type f Wells with impervious lining. They provide the most stable and useful 

type of wells for obtaining water supplies. For constructing such a well, a pit is first 
of all excavated, generally by hand tools, up to the soft moist soil. Masonry lining 
is then-built up on.the,kei:h.J.!pto_a few m~tre_s _ _a\)2~e the ground level. A "Kerb" is 
a circular ring of R.C.C., timber or s_teel having a cutting edge-at the bottom ancnl: 
flat top, wide enough to support the thicknes.s of the well lining called "steining". 
The kerb is then descended info the pit by loading the masonry by sand bags, etc. 
As excavation proceeds below the kerb, the masonry sinks dq:wn. As the masonry 

· sinks down, it may be corrected by adjusting the loads or by removing the soil from 
below the kerb which may be causing the tilt. The well lining (steining) is generally 
reinforced with vertical steel bars. 

After the well has gone up to the watertable, further excavation and sinking may be 
done either by continuously removing the water through pumps, etc., or the excavation may 
be carried out from top by the Jhams. A Jham is a self-closing bucket which is tied to a 
rope and worked up and down over a pulley. When the Jham is thrown into the well, its 
jaws stri}ce the bottom of the wen, dislodging some of the soil mass. As the Jham is pulled 
up, the soil cuttings-get retame(f but the water oozes out The sinking-is=-continued'-tiU-the 
mota layer is reached. A smaller diameter bore hole is then made through the mota layer in 
the centre of the well, which is generally protected by a timber lining. 

Sometimes, when· mota layer is not available, shallow wells may be sunk as 
described above upto a required depth, and partly filled with gravel or broken ballast. 
This .will function as a filter through which water will percolate and enter the well but 
the sand particles will be prevented from rising up. · · 

In a. pucca well, lined with an impervious lining on its sides, the flow is not radial. 
The water enters only from. the bottom and the flow becomes spherical when once the 
cavity has been formed at the bottom. 
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Type II. Wells with pervious lining. In this type of wells, dry brick or stone lining is 
used on the sides of the well. No mortar or binding material is used. The water, thus enters 
from the sides through the pores in the lining. The flow is, therefore, radial. Such wells are 
generally plugged at the bottom by means of concrete. If the.bottom is not

0

plugged, the flow 
pattern wilJ be a combination of radial flow and a spherical flow. Such wells are generally 
suitable in strata as of gravel or coarse sand. Such a well is constructed in finer soils, so 
as to prevent the entry of sand into the well along with the seeping water. 

Type III. Kachha wells. These are temporary wells of very-shallow depths, and are 
generally constructed by cultivators for irrigation suppliesintheir}iel_ds. Such wells cal) 
be constructed in hard soils, where the well walls can stand vertically without any 
support. They can, therefore, be constructed only where the watertable is very near to 
the ground. Though they are very cheap and useful, yet they collapse after sometime, 
and may sometimes prove to be dangerous. 

16.24.3. Yield of an Open Well. As discussed.in article 16.9, the yield of an open 
well can be.determined: · 

(i) by' estimating the velocity of the ground water : 

(ii) by performing pumping tests, such as equilibrium pumping test or recuperating 
test. Both these tests were briefly described in article 16.9, and are elaborated in more 
details in this article. 

(a) Equilibrium pumping test. A pump is first of all instalJed, so as to draw sufficient 
supplies of water from the open well, and to cause heavy drawdown in its water level. The 
rate of pumping is then changed and so adjusted that the water level in the well becomes 
constant. In this condition of equilibrium, the rate of pumping will be equal to the rate of 
yield of the well at a particular drawdown. Knowing this yield say Q1 at a certain known 
drawdown, say si. the yield (Q) at any given drawdown (s) can be evaluated as follows : 

. .. s . K . 
By.Darcy's Jaw Q =K.IA = K · L ·A= L A.s. 

or Q = CA.s ... (16.38) 
where.sis the depression-head or the drawdown 

in the well. · 

If Q1 is .. the known discharge at a certain known drawdown s1, we have 

... (i) 

QI and S1 are known and A is the area of cross-section of the wdl. In case a cavity is 

formed, the area A is .taken as.~ times the actual cross-sectional area of the bottom of the 

_ .. we.ll.. Knowing Q1, A and s 1 in J~q. (I)· above, the value of .C can be calclJlated. Hence, tll~-· '
discharge Q at any other value of depression head (s) can be easily worked out. 

From the above equation, it is also evident that the Velocity increases with the 
depression head (s). The value of s, for which the velocity becort1es equal to the critical 
value, is called the critical depression head. Generally, the Q.epression head is kept equal 

t9 ±times the critical depression head; and such a head is known as the working head. 

Hence, the maximum yield or critical yield corresponds to the critical depression 
head, and the maximum safe yield corresponds to the working head. 
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(b) Recuperating test. Although the 
pumping test gives accurate value of the safe 
yield, it sometimes becomes very difficult to 
adjust the rate of pumping, so as to keep the 

_ _ well water level constant. lri such circumstan
ces, recuperating test is adopted. 

TA 
5 E 

l, 
·-

,_l __________ 
B s, 

! f 

l 
ds x 
t 

In this method, water is first of all drained 
from the well at a fast rate so as to cause 
sufficient drawdown. The pumping is then 
stopped. The water level in· the well will start 
rising. The time taken by the water to coine 
back to its normal level or some other 
measured level is then noted. The discharge 
can then be worked out as below : 

-- - --
¥ ~ •• 

c 
v "' Fig. 16.40. 

With reference to Fig. 16.40. . 

Let AB= Static water level in the well before the-pumping was started 

CD= Water level in the well when the pumping was stopped 

0 

T 
5 1 

l 

s1 = Depression head in the well at the time the pumping was stopped 

EF= Water level in the well at the noted time (say after a time Tfrom when 
the pumping is stopped) 

s2 = Depression head in the well at time T after the pumping is stopped. 

Let X-X be the position of the water level at a time t after the pumping was stopped 
and let the corresponding depression head bes. 

Let ds be the decrease in the depression head in a time dt after the time t. 
Hence, in a time t after the pumping is stopped, the water level recuperates 

'.\ by (s1 - s). It again recuperates by ds in a time dt after this. 
. . Volume of water entering the well in the small interval of time (dt) 

=dV=A.ds ... (1) 

where A is the cross-sectional area of the well at 
the bottom. 

Also, if Q is the rate of recharge into the well at the time t under a depression head 
s, then the volume of water entering the well in this small time interval is 

or 

=dV=Q.dt 

But Q ex: s 
Q=C'.s ... (2) 

- - -- - - --- -' ::.. --w-hen--C~i-s-::.a--c-ons-t a:n-t~ depend ing-'-O-n, ::.th~s-oiL-
through which water enters the well. 

dV = C'. s. dt .... (3) 

Equating (1) and (3), we get 

-A.ds = C' .s.dt 

(The -ve sign indicates that s decreases as t increases) 
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Integrating between the limits 

we get, 

or 

t=O, s=s1, t=T, s=s2 

or c I IT I 1"'2 - · t =- loges 
A o s, 

C S2 S2 SJ 
-A (T) = - loge - = - 2.3 log10 - = 2.3 !og10 -

SJ S1 S2 

C' 2.3 St 
-=-log10 -
A T S2 

845 

... (16.39) 

Knowing the values of s1, s2 and T from the above test, the value of ~' can be 

calculated. ~ is called the specific yield or the specific capacity of the open well in 

cumecs per sq-m of area under a unit depression head. Knowing the value of ~, the 

discharge Q for a well under a constant depression head s can be calculated as follows: 

or ~=tC'~)As · ... (16.40) 

2.3 SJ) or Q= -yiog10 s
2 

A.s ... (16.41) 

A ands are known, discharge for any amount of drawdown (s) can be easily worked out. 

In the absence of recuperation test, the following rough values of ~· as given by 

Marriot, can be used. 

Type of soil 

Clay 

Fine sand 

Coarse sand 

Table 16.3 

~ (i.e. specific capacity or yield) in cubic metres 

per hour per sq. me ire of area under unit drawdown 

0.25 

0.50 

1.00 

(iii) The third method which is useful for determining the yields of open wells 
as well as those of tubewells involves the use of equations developed by Dupuit, 
Thiem, etc., as discussed in the previous articles. 

Example 16.10. Design an open well in coarse sand for a yield of 0.004 cumec 
when operated under a depression head of 3 metres. ·1'--····-·--·-s0rufioli:·· -~- -- · -__ c __ c. __ ._. -----"'----------··· -- ·------···-·--'--'--'- ··--

The discharge required from the well 

I 
= 0.004cumec = 0.004 cubic metre per second 

· = 0 .004 x 60 x 60 cubic metres per hour = 14.4 m3 /hr. 

t From Table 16.3, the value of~ for coarse sand may be taken as 

I 

I 

1.0 m3/hr/m2/m of depression head. 
Also, Depression head = s = 3 m. 
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~OW fro~ Eq .• (16.40) Q=(~)A.s 
:. 14.4=lxAx3 . 

or A~ l~.4 = 4.8 m2. 

----- ---- - -~nd_T_ --
If dw is the diameter of the well, then f = 4.8 -

or dw = y4
·
8
7tx 

4 
= 2.48 m ; say 2.5 m Ans. 

Example 16.11. During a recuperation test; the water level in an open well was depressed 
by pumping by 2.5 metres and is recuperated by an amount of 1.6 metres in 70 minutes. -

(a)Dete1mine the yieldfr9m a well of 3 m diameter unde.ra depression head of 3.5 metres. 
(b) Also deterinine the diameter ofthe well to yield JO litres/second under a 

depression head of 2.5 metres. · 
Solution. 

From Equation (16.39) C'A = 
2
T·
3 log1 ~ ~ . . S2 

where s1 = Initialdrawdown = 2.5 m -
s2 = Finaldrawdown = 2.5 - 1.6 = 0.9 m 

T= Time= 70minutes = 70 x 60 = 4,200 sec. 

C' 2·3 I 2·5 2·3 1 2 778 0 244 10-3 
A= 4,200 og,o 0.9 = 4,200 og,o · = · x · 

(a) Yield from a well of 3 m diameter, under a depression head of 3.5 m, is obtained 
from equation (16.40) as _ 

(b) If 

or 

Q =(~
1

-lA.s = 0.244x,I0~3 x(~ x 3
2
)x.3.5= 6.02x 10-3 mj Is_ 

= ~.oilitres/sec. Ans. 
Q = JO litres/sec 
s = 2.5 m -----------(-c'_) __ --- ---------

Q =A· A· s 

10 x 10-3 = (0.244 x 10-3) A x 2.5 
IO 

A= 0.244 x 2.5 = 16.4 or 

or d = 4.57 m; say 4.6 m 
Hence, the diameter 6f the well required = 4.6 m Ans. 

____ 16.25.Tubewells- --

The dischru-ge .from an open well is generally limited to 3 to 6 litres/sec. Mechanical 
pumping of small discharges available ·in open wells. is not econ"micaL To obtain large 
discharge mechanically, tubewell, which is a long pipe or a tube, is bored or drilled deep into 
'he ground, intercepting one or more water-bearing stratum. The discharge of an open well is 
smaller, because: (i) open wells-can tap only the topmost or at the most the next lower water 
bearing stratum. (ii) water from open wells can be withdrawn only at velocity equal to or 
smaller than the critical velocity for the soil, so as to avoid the danger of well subsidence. But 
in the tubewells, larger discharges can be obtained by getting a larger velocity as well as a 
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larger cross-sectional area of the water bearing stratum. Since, we have an enormous 
storage of ground water in India, the tubewells provide excellent method of providing 
water supplies, although they are generally used for irrigation. · 

16.25.1. Tube-wells in Alluvial Soils. Most of our land, especially the entire area 
from the Himalayas to the Vindhya mountains (such as the Indo-Gangetic plain), coastal 
areas, Narmada valley, etc., consist of deep alluvial soils. The .subsoil water slowly 
penetrates and is stored in the porous sand and gravel beds which are extensively found in 
India, except that in the desert areas. Tubewells can be easily installed in such soils and are 
very useful for irrigation. It is in this context that the tubewells are assuming greater and 
greater impo1tance for tapping our ground water resources, especially in alluviums: 

Deep tubewells are as deep as 70 to 300 m, and tap more than one aquifer. They are 
usually ccinstruct6d in our country by the State Governments and are called State tubewells. 
Such wells may yield as high as 200 to 220 litres/sec. The general average yield from the 
standard tubewells is however of the order of 40 to 45 litres/sec. A 300 m deep tubewell 
has been constructed at Allahabad (U.P.) at the edge·of the river Ganga and is yielding at 
about 140 litres/sec. The diameter of th_ehole is 0.6 m upto 60 m depth and then 0.56 m 
below 60 m. The diameter of the strainer is 0.25 m and drawdown is 10 m. Su.ch deep 
tubewells are drillec;l by heavy duty rotary drilling rigs (direct rotary as well as reverse 
rotary). Percussion drilling rigs may also be used in hard boulder areas. There exist about 
50,000 deep tubewells in our country, and every year about 1,000 such wells are being 
added. Most of our deep tubewells have been constructed by using mild steel slotted pipe 
screens with gravel packing. 

Besides the deep tubewells, shallow tubewells, having 20 to 70m depth ar:d tapping 
only one aquifer, are also constructed, usually by private individual cultivators. Such 
wells may yield as .high as 15-20 litres/sec, if located at proper places. Each well 
irrigates about 8 hectares. Such shallow tubewells are usually drilled by light rigs, cable 
tool drills, water jet methods, and hand boring devices. There exist about 50 lakh 

-- shallow tubewells in-India; and every year about 2.51akh such wens-are-betng-added:.--:- -

16.25.2. Tubewells in Hard Rocky Soils. It is very difficult to construct a 
tubewell irrigation system in rocky areas. Therefore, in rocky areas, tubewells are 
resorted to only when, there are no other alternate sources of water. Hence, in rocky 
areas, only isolated holes of 10 to 15 cm diameter are drilled using down the hole 
hammer rigs (DTH rigs). They are usually in depth range of lOOm, although 
tubewells up to 300 m depths have been successfully bored. Such tubewells are 
called bored wells because the bore hole. is able to stand on its own in the bottom 
portion, and a tube is pushed only in the upper weathered zone. These wells usually 
depend on joints & fissures in the rocks for their water supply. Even with a heavy 
drawdown of 20 to 30 m, such wells are generally not able to yield more than 5-10 
litres/sec, except when they tap some embedded aquifer. Such tubewells have mostly 
been"constructed'in-southern'States=--of--our-country-.----"'-----'-'--- --'-- ·· - '--'-

16.25.3. Types of Tubewells. Depending upon the entry of the water through a cavity 
or a screen, the tubewells can be broadly classified into the following two categories : . 

(1) Cavity type tubewells; and (2) Screen type tubewells. 
Both these types of tubewells are discussed below: 
(1) Cavity Type Tubewells. A cavity type tubewell draws water from the bottom 

of the well, and not from the sides, as is done by a screen well. The flow in. a cavity 
well, therefore, is essentially spherical, and not radial like that of a screen well. 
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Moreover, since in a gravity well, the 
water is drawn from the bottom of the well, 
such a well can tap only one water bearing 
stratum. Such a tubewell however, is very 
economical, as it requires only plain well 
-pipe,-which-is lowered into the bore made 
through the ground strata up to the required 
depth, so as to tap the requisite aquifer. 

The principle behind the working of a 
. cavity-,type tubewell is essentially similar 

G.L. 

to that of a deep open well, with the only Strong Aquicl ud 

difference that whereas an open deep well :·.:;:7,., Cavity 
taps the first aquifer, just below the mota A QUI FER · ·-.:_.-;::.~··::· ~ :·:·<:·;:.:··· '· 
layer, a cavity tubewell need not do so, and · ·: .·.' ..... :"" 
may even tap the lower or still lower CRITICAL VELOCITY SURFACE 

stratum, as shown in Fig. 16.41 Fig. 16.41. Cavity type tubewell. 
· --A-cavity-type tube well essentially 

consists of a pipe bored through the soil and resting on the bottom of a strong clay layer. 
A cavity is formed at the bottom, and the water from the aquifer enters the well pipe 
through this cavity, as shown in Fig. 16.41. In the initial stage of pumping, fine sand 
comes out with water and consequently a hollow or a cavity is formed. As the spherical 
area of the cavity increases outwards, the radial critical velocity decreases for the same 
discharge, thus reducing the flow velocity and consequently stopping the entry of sand. 
Hence, the flow in the beginning is s.andy but becomes clean with the passage of time. 

The cavity of such a: tubewell, however needs to be developed carefully and slowly 
by using a centrifugal pump rather than a· compressor or a turbine pump. 

To begin with, the water is pumped from the well at a low discharge rate. When 
the dischar-ging-, waterc·becomes--clear; the cdrawdowrnnay be·iricreased' sliglit1y' ·whrcn 
may result in further sand being drawn out. The process is repeated till the normal 
drawdown and clear discharge is obtained. The pumping is then stopped for an hour or 
so, and then resumed again. The discharge after restarting may again contain sand. The 
pumping is continued till the water is clear again. The procedure may be repeated till 
the tubewell is fully developed, which is shown by the sand free discharge coming out 
even on the resumption of pumping after a closing interval. 

· Cavity type tubewells can however be used only for small supplies, particularly for 
domestic supplies. 

(2) Screen Type Tubewells. Screen type tubewells are most widely adopted and 
have been extensively constructed in our country particularly for irrigation purposes. So 
much so that wheneyer we refer to a tube well, we generally mean a "screen well". All 
the State tubewells con:;trncted in U.J?..Jr_Qrn..c.wbere_the.technique .. oLtubewell-ccmstruG-' 
tion started in 1931, are exclusively of this type. Such a well can easily tap a number 
of aquifers, and hence does not depend only on.one aquifer, like a cavity well. Screen 
type tubewells can be further divided into the following two types : 

(i) strainer tubewells; and (ii) slotted pipe gravel-pack tubewells. 
(i) A strainer tubewell uses strainer lengths lowered into the bore hole and 

located opposite _the' water bearing formations, whereas, plain pipe le'ngths are 
located opposite the non water bearing formations, as shown in Fig 16.42. A bail 
plug is provided at the bottom. Water enters into the well through these strainers 
from the sides, and the flow is radial. 
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Fig. I 6.42. A strainer tubewell. 

A strainer (Fig 16.43) essentially con
sists of a perforated or a slotted pipe with a 
wire mesh wrapped round the pipe with a 
small annular space between the two. The 
wire screen prevents the sand particles from 
entering the well. The water, therefore, 
enters the well pipe through the fine mesh 
and the particles of size larger than the size 
of the 111esh are preve_ntedfi:_Q_m e11~ring_the __ 
well. This reduces the danger of sand 
removal, and hence larger flow velocities 
can be permitted. 

~--- Perforat1'ons 
in base pipe 

.__~-W.ir.e.me!::h.netting_ 
(wrapped over the 
pipe with an. 
annular space 

·bet ween the two) 

The perforated pipe is made to have the 
cross-sectional area of its openings equal to 
that in the wire mesh, so that no change of 
velocity occurs between the two. An an

Fig. 16.43. A typical strainer. 

nular space between the pipe and the wire mesh is certainly required, otherwise the wires 
of the mesh will cover a large part of the area or the pipe openings. 
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A strainer type tubewell is generally unsuitable for fine sandy strata, because in 
that case, the size of the mesh openings will have to be considerably reduced, which 
may result in choking of the strainer; and if the mesh openings are kept bigger, the well 
will start discharging sand. 

(ii) A slotted pipe gravel pack tubewell, on the other hand, uses a slotted pipe 
without being covered by any wire mesh. Such slotted pipe lengths are located opposite 
the water bearing formations, as is done with the strainers in a strainer tubewell. These 
slotted pipes should strictly be referred to as "screen pipes", although, however, they 
are often called as G.L. BURE HOLE 

"slotted pipe strainers'' 
or "pipe strainers", there
by having little scope to 
differentiate between 
such slotted pipes (i.e. 
screen pipes) and the per
forated. pipes with mesh 

-coverings-(i:e. stra.iners): 

After placing the 
assembly of the plain 
and slotted pipes in the 
bore hole, a mixture of 
gravel and bajri (called 
gravel shrouding) is 
poured into the bore 
hole between the well 
pipe assembly and the 
casing pipe, so as to 

!AQUIFER' 

~~r:o~:~~~:;~~lti%~~ /~~.. . . %/; . 
thickness of gravel /';: 
pack. The gravel pack- // / 
in g is specifically re- / · / / 
quired around the screen ~"""'--J--"-"'-<-~'-'--<-"" 
pipes, but since the 
material is poured :from 
tl\e ground level into the 
bore hole, the pack shall 

i : be installed in the entire 

10 to 20 mm Thick 
gravel packing 

Slotted pipe 
(screen) 

~-'+---Slotted pipe 
(screen) 

/ 

'I 
!I depth of the well below 
, Iii the top level of the shal- __ __Bail plug 

IJ1-- :~~:;~ I~:tns-o%e~7!:;,·------F-ig ___ J_6.:. Slotted pipe gravel pack t~~;el;- ------ -
r · the gravel pack is 
jl ;! provided even above the top level of the shallowest screen, and up to the ground level, 
· ' so as to obtain a stable and an efficient t.ubewell. 

~[ Gravel pack wells are generally provided in fine aquifers, where the effective grain 
I· I size (D 10) may be less than 0.25 mm, and uniformity coefficient (Cu) may be 2.0 or less. 

1 , Gravel packin_g also enables the use of single size slots in the screen pipes, irrespec-
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tive of the fact that fine as well as coarser aquifers are tapped simultaneously and in 
alternating layers. Gravel pack is therefore highly preferred for deep tubewells, which 
tap more than one aquifer. Due to this reason, most of the State deep tubewells have 
been constructed in our .country in fine alluvial soils, by providing cast in situ gravel 
packs, throughout the full height of the wells. 

Precast gravel packs have also come into the market, where the slotted pipes are 
mounted with prepack gravel filters, popularly called Ashimfilters. In these filters, graded 
hard gravel grains are coated and bonded together with water proof chemicals over the outer 
surface of the slotted pipe, providing a highly permeable screen. Such prepack gravel filters 
are found suitable for shallow and medium deep tubewells in aquifers composed. of fine
sand, coarse sand and gravel. Prepacking is claimed to be providing economy in the quantity 
of gravel used and protects against dislodging of the gravel envelope. However, such filters 
are so far not being used in larger pr0jects in our country. 

16.25.4. D~sign of a Well Screen. A well screen constitute the most important part 
of a tubewell, since it serves as the intake structure for the entry of water into the well. 
The design of the screen is largely influenced by the characteristics of the water bearing 
formations. Dry sieve analysis of the aquifer sample obtained during drilling of the bore 
hole, is therefore carried out to plot the grain size distribution curve for the aquifer. The 
results will help us to determine the design specifications of the well screen as well as 
to design the gravel pack. 

From the g!"ain size distribution curve of the aquifer, the following charr,~teristics 
of the aquifer are determined : 

(i) Effective size (D 10) 

(ii) Uniformity Coefficient ( C,,) 

(iii) D50 ~ize (mea~ particle size) of the aquifer. 

The effective size {D10) is that sieve size through whiCh 10%.of the· particles shaII 

pass, and 90.%-are retained. 90% of the particles in the·aquifer are thus coarse.r tha11 this 
size ... and hence retained on the sieve of this size. · 

· ·· The uniformity coefficiend Cu) is defined as theratio of the sieve size passing 60% of 

the aquifer material, to the sieve size passing 10% of the aquifer material. In other words, 

D 6o ( 40% retained) 
Cu= (90m . d) ... (16.42) D 10 -10 retame 

This ratio was proposed by Hazen (1893) to be a quantitative expression of the degree of the 
assortment of the water bearing sand, as an indicator of porosity. The value of Cu for complete 
assortment (one grain size) isl; while for fairly even grained sand, it ranges between 2 to 3. 
For heterogeneous sand, the value will be higher. Generally a material is classified as 
unifdtin, "if iis· un.iforniity coefficient Cu is equal to orless than 2. • · · ·- · ------· ----· 

Designing the Size of the Slot Openings of a Screen. Fixing an optimum size for the 
slot openings of a screen is an important component of the screen design, and it depends · 
upon the size of the aquifer material. Oversized slots will pump finer material indefinitely, 
and it will be difficult to obtain clear water. Undersized slots will provide more resistance 
to the flow of ground water into the well, resulting in more head loss and c01Tosion. Fine 
slots are also blocked by small sand and silt particles. The problem of clogging is reduced 
as the size of the openings is increased. Therefore, theoretically, fhe slot openings should 
be as wide as possible. The optimum value is determined by matching the size of the opening 
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with the grain size distribution of the material surrounding the screen. In practice, the 
slot size varies from values as low as 0.2 mm to as large as 5 mm. In India, two sizes i.e. 
1.6 mm and 3.2 mm are generally available in the market. The criteria for selecting the size 
of the slot openings for non-gravel pack and gravel pack well is given below : 

(a) SI.ot openings for non-gravel pack wells. The optimum slot opening size is 
· chosen as the one which retains 40% of the sand (i.e. equal to D60 size of the aquifer) 

if the ground water is non-corrosive; and equal to the D50 size of the aquifer if the ground 

water is corrosive. 
The above optimum selected slot size. may vary for different aquifers, when more 

than one aquifer is to be tapped, thereby indicating the use of different widths for slots 
to be made in the pipe lengths to be rested against the different aquifers, Practically this 
is a difficult proposition, and hence uniform width of slots designed on the basis of the 
finest aquifer material are often provided. 

The above adoption of D60 size for the slots indicates that 60% of the formation 

material shall be pumped out during the development of the well, which will result in 
the removal of all the fine particles from around the well screen. 

(b) Slot openings for gravel pack wells. The slot size for well screens for gravel 
pack wells is determined on the basis of the grain size distribution curve of the gravel 
material used for the gravel pack. On this curve, a point is located indicating the 90% 
size of the gravel to be retained (i.e. D10 size for the gravel material), which indicates 

the optimum slot size for the well screen. The actual size of the slots may be fixed within 
± 8% of the D10 size of the gravel pack. 

Gravel pack design. The gravel pack should however also be designed before 
designing the size of the slots to be made in the well screens. The gravel pack is usually 
designed on the basis of Pack Aquifer ratio (PA ratio), which is usually defined as the 
ratio of D50 size of the gravel pack materi~l to the D50 size of the aquifer material. 

. D50 of the gravel 
PA ratio=~··'-'-'-.·~--"-·---

D50 of the aquifer 
... (16.43) 

Several recommendations have been· made by different Investigators for optimum 
values of PA ratio. The Central Board of Irrigation and Power (1967) has for Indian 
conditions, suggested the following criteria for PAratio. 

(i) PA ratio should be between 9 and 12.5 for uniform 
aquifers having Cu :::; 2.0 

(ii) PA ratio should be between 12 and 15.5 
for graded aquifers having Cu> 2.0 

... (16.44) 

... (16.45) 

The uniformity coefficient of the gravel material is also preferably kept to be equal 
to or less than 2.5, because a higher value shall cause seggregation of the gravel 

1 shrouding during pouring, which willresult in poor efficiency ofoperation of_ the well. 
~--·such-gravel materials; fiaving Cu·::;; 2:5 are cllfffoult to -obtain, and hence gravel pouring 

requires a lot of field control. A numerical example on the design of the gravel pack has 
been solved in the next article to make its design very clear: 

The thickness of the gravel pack should normally be fixed from practical considera
tions at about 7.5 cni, and in no case should exceed about 20 cm. A thicker envelope 
does not materially increase the well yield, nor will it reduce the possibility of sand 
pumping, because the controlling factor is the ratio of the grain size of the pack material 
and that of the aquifer. Too thick a gravel pack, instead of giving any advantages, may 
make the final development of the well more difficult. 
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Example 16.12. The results of sieve analysis test carried out on a 500 gm sample of 
underground aquifer, proposed to be tapped for installation of a tubewell, are given in the 
table below : 

Size of the sieve in mm Mass of material retained in Km 

>2.54 
1.80 
0.30 
0.25 

0.21 

0.16 
0.12 

<0.12 

0.0 

6.0 
15.0 

320.0 
5.0 

50.0 
34.0 

70.0 

500.0 

Design the size of the gravel pack, and the slot size for the slotted screen pipes. 
Solution. The given sieve analysis data is analysed, as shown in table 16.4. A 

distribution curve is then plotted between grain size in mm (on log x-axis) and % age 
finer (on y-axis), as shown in Fig. 16.45. 

Table 16.4 

Mass1~f 
% age 1ifmaterial 

% age.finer 
Size 1ifthe retained Cummulative % age 

sieve in mm 
material 

.ill_ x JOO retained 
(p) 

retained in gm 
500 

JOO- col (4) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

> 2.54 0 0.0 0 100 

1.80 6 1.2 1.2 98.8 
0.30 15 3.0 4.2 95.8 

0.25 320 64.0 68.2 31.8 

0.21 5 1.0 69.2 30.8 

0.16 5.0 - - - 19.0 79.2 --·- 4_Q.8_ ·-· 
- . --

0.12 °34 6.8 86.0 14.0 

·< 0.12 70 14.0 100.0 0.0 

I: 500 gm 100% 

From the drawn curve, the following characteristics of the aquifer material are read 
out as : 

D60 =0.27 
D50 =0.265 

D 10 =0.102 

Cu= D6o = 0.27 = 2.64 
Dw 0.102 

Since Cu~ 2.0, we should use P.A. ratio for designing the gravel pack lying between 
12 and 15.5 ·------ -- --- · ··· - -

. D50 of gravel pack 
Hence, P.A. rat10 = D f .+- = 12and 15.5 

· 50 o aqu11er. 

D50 of gravel pack 
. . 12 = 0.265 

:. D50 of gravel pack= 12 x 0.265 = 3.18 mm 
- Dso of gravel pack 

Also 15.5 = 
0

_
265 

:. D50 of gravel pat~= 15.5 x 0.265 = 4.11 mm 
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Fig. 16.45. Grain size distribution curves for the aquifer and the gravel pack . 

10 

. In other words, D50 of the gravel pack should lie between these two limiting values; 

i.e. 3.18 mm and 4.11 mm. These values are marked on 50% horizontal line, as A and 
B. Lines (dotted) are drawn through these two points, parallel to the central portion of 
the grain size curve of the aquifer material. These two enveloping curves are the limiting 
curves for the grain size distribution curve of the gravel pack. The minimum size of the 
gravel between these tw"o curves is represented by p"i:ifot c as 2. 7 miri; and the maximum 
size is represented by point D as 4.7 mm. Hence, the gravel pack size should vary 
between 2. 7 mm and 4. 7 mm. The gravel should be screened such that the gravel size 
ranges between 2. 7 mm a,nd 4. 7 mm. The proposed grain size curve: for_ !he gravel shall 
be somewhat as shown by the firm line CD. D 10 size of this curve is approximately equal 

to 3 mm; and hence the .screen having standard 3.2 mm wide slots .may be used. 
D . , 

Cu for the gravel is also computed as= D60 
= 

336 
mm= 1.2 (O.K.). This value should 

io mm . 
be ~ 2.5 for good design and the drawn curve may be adjusted between the two envelope 
curves to achieve satisfactory value of Cu. 

Designing the length and size of the screen. The total length of the screen to be 
provided for a tubew.ell shall be primarily controlled by the available thiclrne~s_ of tl1e 

-- -aquifers~since--this-length-c-annot exceed the aquifers thickness. It shall further be 
governed by the area of the screen openings, because to pass a given discharge, the 
screen length will be less if the area of its openings perm length is more, and vice-versa. 

The area of the screen openings per m length of the screen usually veries between 
15 to 20% of the screen area, which equals 1t.d, where dis the dia of the screen pipe. If 
the area of the openings is kept more than about 15 to 20 %, the structural strength of 
the well screen reduces, which consequently reduces tbe lifeo"f1Fie. screen. 

The diameter of the screen is selected to satisfy the essential basic requirement that 
sufficient open area be provided .in the screen, so as to limit the entrance velocity to a 
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safe permissible limit. The optimum safe entrance velocity. for a giveri aquifer, is related 
to the coefficient of permeability (K) of the aquifer, as shown in Table 16.5. 

Table 16.5 Optimum Screen Entrance Velocity (ve) 

Coefficient <Jf Permeability 
(K) <!fthe aquifer in 

emfs 

0.02 
0.05 
0.09 
0.14 

0.18 
0.24 
0.28. 

Optimum entrance 
velocity (v,) in 

emfs 

1.5. 
2:0 

3.0 
4.0 -

4.5 
5.0 
5.5 

For most of the available sandy aquifers, K value varies between 0.05 to 0.10 emfs, 
and hence ve generally varies between 2 emfs to 3 emfs. 

When entrance velocity exceeds this safe optimum value, the frictional loss through the 
screen openings shall become higher, and there will be more incrustation and corrosion. 

The entrance velocity is therefore calculated by dividing the design discharge per 
m length of the screen by the total· area of the openings in the screen per m length of 
the screen. If the value works out to be more than the safe optimum value, the dia of 
the screen is increased, so as to increase the open area to achieve the optimum value of 
the entrance veloCity. The guiding values of the screen diameter for different discharges, 
as suggested by USBR (Ahrens, 1970) are given in Table 16.6. 

Table 16.6 Recommended Values of Screen Diameter 
Dischar ,e in I/min 

0 to 475 

475 to 1125 
... 1125 to 3000 

3000 to 5250 
5250 to 9500 

9500 to 13,300 

Recommended screen diwneter in cm 

IO 
15 
25 

30 

35 
40 

The' minimum length of the screen can finally be designed by using the equation-

Min. length of the screen =h =-A Q ... (16.46) 
. . 0. Ve 

where Q = Design discharge of the tubewell 
A0 = Area of the screen openings per m length 

of the screen 

= n.d x percent of openings (p) 
ve =optimum entrance velocity for the 

·· --- -- give·ri·K-vatue-ohfre··aquife·r for·non; 
gravel wells. For gravel pack wells, 
the mean K value for the aquifer and 
for the gravel pack is considered, to 
assume the value of ve. 

The above calculated minimum strainer length should be adjusted within the 
available aquifer depths by screening the av~ilable depth(s) by about 75 to 90% for 
confined aquifers. The percentage should be increased with the increase in thickness. 
Say for example, 75% screening is satisfactory for 8 m thick aquifers, an·d 90% for 
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20 m thick aquifers. Atleast 0.3 m aquifer depth at top as well as at bottom of the aquifer 
should be left unscreened to safeguard against the error in the placement of the screen 
during installation. The pumping water level should never fall below the top of the 
aquifer. The screen is usually located at the centre of the aquifer. 

In unconfined aquifers, the bottom~ to~ depth of the aquifer is usually screened. 

Example 16.13. A fully penetrating well in a confined sandy aquifer has a 
maximum discharge capacity of I 200 !!min. The aquifer is overlain and underlain 
by impervious formations. The thickness of the aquifer is 20m. Design the length of 
the well screen assuming the percentage of the open area of the available strainer 
to be 15%, and bore hole dia as I 5 cm. 

Solution. Q = 1200 I/min= ~-~ m3 Is= 0.02 m3 Is 

Ao = Area of the openings per m length of the screen. 
= (n ·cl) p =1t (0.15 m) x 15% 

_______________ ... -==-7t x 0.15 x 0:15 m21m:::0.07! m2!~le~g_th ofthe screen 
v e = safe entrance velocity 

=may be assumed to be 2 emfs since K for sand is usually 0.04 cm/s 
·· ve=0.02m!s 
Using eqn. (16.46), we have 

h = Min. length of the screen = -A Q 
0. Ve 

0.02 2 ) 
0.071x0.02 = 14· ; 15 m (say 

Since the aquifer thickness is 20m, and the minimum required screen length is 15m, it would 
be prudent to use 18 m length of the screen, which shall be about 90% * of the aquifer depth. 
The screen may be provided in the central 18 m depth of the aquifer, leaving one metre depth 
of the aquifer unscreened at both the ends. 

16.25.5. Types of Well Screens~ (1) Slotted Pipe Screens. As stated earlier, all the 
gravel pack wells p.ormally _µtilise slotted pipe screens. The slot size is also decided 
somewhere near the D10 size of the designed gravel material. The slotted pipes to be 
used are generally made of mild steel. IS:8110-l976 provides details in respect of such 
screens. The standard slot size commonly adopted in India is 1.6 mm or 3 .. 2 mm wide, 
and IO cm long. The minimum spacing between slots is 3 mm. The slots are so arranged 
as to obtain an even distribution of flow over the entire periphery of the screen. J:hey 
are distributed in groups of 3 or 4, and arranged so that the slots of one group are not 
in line with, those of the adjacent row, so as to maintain adequate strength .in the well 
pipe. A typical view of the arrangement of slots is shown in Fig 16.46 

-- --TfieslOfied-pipe-isthreadedit both ends. The bottom end of the slotted pipe is fitted 
wi_th a blind pipe of l .25m length, with a cap called bail plug at the bottom. The bail 
plug has· an eye, fixed inside, which facilities the extraction of the tubewell assembly . 
incase of failure. 

Slotted pipe screens with prepack filters called Ashim filters, have also come into 
the market, and may be used for comparatively smaller and medium depth welk A 

* Confined aquifers are screened by about 75-90% of the thickness, whereas unconfined aquifers are 
screened in their.bottom. l/3 to 1/2 of the thickness.-·Percentage of the confined aquifer to be screened increases 
with the increase in the thickness. 
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photographic view of such 
filters is shown in Fig 16.47. 
In such screens, mild steel 
slotted pipes are coated with 
15-20 mm thick precast 
gravel layers, as t,6 provide 
highly permeabte screens. 
The mild steel pii):>e is usual
ly slotted to have an open 
area of25% with slots of 3.2 
mm width. Different grades 
of filters a~e available to suit 
different sized aquifer par
ticles. Such screens are, 
however, very costly, and 
hence adopted only for 
smaller individual wells. 

Brass screens and 
stainless steel screens, 
utilising brass or stainless 
steel pipes, with slots as in 
mild steel pipes, are also 
available in the market. 
These screens are quite cost
ly but are more durable and 
less liable to corrosion, in~ 

crustation and consequent 
contamination of water due,-,-

(a) General view (b) Layout of slots as per 
IS:8J J0-1976 

Fig. 16.46. Mild St(!(!!_Sl()tted pipe screen. 

Fig. 16.47. Ashim's slotted pipe prepack filter screens. 
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to rusting. Hence, such screens may be preferred for tubewells to be used for water 
supplies. Suth screens are manufactured from 4 mm thick copper or stainless sted 
sheets, provided with designed openings (slots), which is rolled and welded to make the 
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circulartube. The ends of the tube length (unslotted) are provided with outer threads for 
joining the tubes through a socket. Screens with different slot size~ and diameters are 
available in the market to suit the requirement of the design based on grain size 
distribution curve. of the aquifer or the gravel pack. · 

(l) Strainer Type of Well. Screens. Aquifers have traditionally been screened by 
utilising the strainer type of well screens. Such screeQS contain very small & narrow 
openings, to exclude the removal of those aquifer particles which are larger than the 
screen openings. Such screens usually have a doub1e system of openings, consisting of 
slotted or perforated cylindrical pipes or shells, which are covered by fine wire mesh, 
wound round the pipe. The water has to initially enter the openings of the outer wire 
jacket, and, then ·pass through the openings of the pipe shell. Such strainer wells are 
usually provided without gravel packs, although it is not an absolute neces.sity, and even 
stainer wells can be gravel packed, like those using slotted pipes. 

Several types of strainers,_ which are generally used in tubewell construction, are: 

(i) Continuous-slot type of strainers. 
- --·-
(ii) Louver or shutter type of strainers; 

(iii) pipe strainers with a cover of wire jacket, . like that used in an agricultural 
strainer; and 

(iv) Coir rope strainers. 

These types are briefly discussed below; 

(i) Continuous slot type of strainers consist of cold drawn wire wound round a suitable 
cylindrical frame made of rods of iron, steel, brass etc; At each point where the wire crosses 
the rods, the two are welded and jointed to produce a one piece rigid unit. In order to avoid 
clogging, V-shaped openings are usually provided by using triangular shaped wire in the 
outer jacket. Such screens can be made practically in any width from 1.5 mm onward. 

The well loss in such strainers is much-lower than those iri- the pipe strainers, but- --
these are much costlier. A photographic view of such a strainer is shown in Fig. 16.48. 

Fig. 16.48. Photoview of a continuous slot type· of well strainer. 

(ii) Louver type of stainers have openings, which are rows of louvers. The openings 
may be oriented either at right angles or parallel to the axis of the screen. The openings are 
produced in the wall of the welded tube by stamping process, using a die. A photo view of 

. such a screen is shown in Fig 16.49. Such a screen provides lesser choice of the opening 
sizes, because sii:es of dies are generally limited. Such \l- screen also provides lesser percent-
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age of the open area than the 
one provided by the con
tinuous .slot type. The openings 
of such a .screen also tend to 
clog during the development of 
the well, where the aquifer 
contains appreciable quantity 
of sand. There screens are, 
however, best suited when 
provided with gravel pack, as· 
is done with the slotted pipe 
screens. 

The continuous slot type 
of strainers, as well as the 
louver type of strainers, 
though are hydraulically 
more efficient, but hav~ not 
become popular in develop
ing countries like India, 
owning to their high costs. 

(iii) Pipe strainers with 
outer fine mesh jackets, 
utilise perforated metal or pvc 
pipes surrounded by fine wire 
mesh, with some annular space 
between the two. Several Fig. 16.49. Photoview of a 
designs are available in the louver type of well screen. 

-=-,-market, and the most common-

Fig. 16.50. Partially exposed 
photoview of an agricultural 

strainer. 

ly adopted type is known as the agricultural strainer. A photoview of such a strainer 
is shown in Fig 16.50. It consists of a perfon~ted galvanised iron pipe, on which steel 
or iron rods or strips of 1 cm width and1.3mm thickness are welded at fixed intervals 
around the circumference of the pipe. The perforations are circular and made with a 
drilling machine. The perforations are arranged in such a manner, as not to be covered 
.by the rods. Trapezoidal shaped bronze, brass or copper 'wire is wound round the series 
of rods, and securely shouldered, to. provide a jacket of non-corrosive alloys.' 

The type of wire mesh to be used depends upon the aquifer particle size. Usually, three 
types of wire nettings suitable for fine, medium and coarse aquifers are available in the market. 

In the above design, since the wire netting is not in direct contact with the perforated 
pipe over which it is wrapped, the area of perforations is not decreased by the netting 

_ !~.front" of the: per:foratioI1s,_Th~_arrangement therefore,_pr9yjQ.es' good hydraulic efficien-_ _ _ 
cy, Such a strainer could last for 10 years or so. 

The biggest disadvantage of such a strainer however, is that it involves bimetallic 
construction, since the pipe base is of steel and the outer mesh jacket is of brass or 
bronze, etc. Such bimetallic construction causes electrolytic action and corrosion of the 
steel pipe. To overcome this difficulty, several designs by using the same type of metal 
in the base pipe as well as in the net jacket have been commercialiy produced, but are 
generally very costly, since single metal construction in brass or copper considerably 
increases the cost of the strainer. Such costly single metal strainers are however, widely 
used in developed countries and are sold in several brand names. 
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(iv) Coir rope strainers are 
low cost· strainers, generally used 
for shalfow irrigation tubewells, 
particularly in deltaic regions of 
developing countries. Such a 
strainer essentially consists of a 
cylindi;ical frame made of iron rods 
or bamboo strips, wound round by 
coir rope of 3 to 5 mm diameter, _as_ . 
shown in Fig. 16.51. 

The disadvantage of such a 
strainer is its short life of 3 to 5 
years. The cause of its failure is the 
rusting of iron bars of the support
ing frame, and the loosening of the 
coir rope which expands on wetting. 
Use of n.ylone rope, and coating the 
iron rods with bitumen have been 
found to increase its life· to a good 
extent. Since the coir rope strainers 
cannot withstand the high pressure 
created during the development of 
the tubewell by an air compressor, 
wells using such screens shall have 
to be developed only by pumps. 

Closely mounted polythene 
rings of 6 to 10 mm width have also (a) Coir rope strainer-with 

mild steel frame 
(b) Coir rope stainer wiTfi'-c' ___ · 

bamboo frame. 
been used in place of coir rope. to 
make such a ··stainer to be more 
resistant to corrosion and deterioration. 

Fig. 16:Sl. Coir rope strainers 

16.25.6. Construction and Boring of Tubewells. With respect to the method 
of boring adopted, the tubewel1s can be classified into the following three categories; 

( 1) driven tubewells; 
(2)]etted tubewells; and 

(3) drilled tubewells. 

These three types of borings are discussed below : 

---16;25~6:-1-;--0riven--Tubewells;-'A-driven tubewell-consists of a pipe and a well point 
fixed to the lower end of the pipe, as shown in Fig 16.52. The assembly is forced down 
the ground to penetrate into the water bearing formation, by driving it with a wooden 
maul, drop hammer, or·other suitable means. 

If the water level is 7 m or more below the ground surface, the well pipe should be 
more than 5 cm in diameter, so that a jet or a cylinder may be inserted and submerged 
to permit the pump to function. 

A special device, called a cap or a drive head is provided at the top of the pipe 
assembly during the driving operation, so as to protect the pipe during hammering. After 
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each length of the pipe is hammered into the ground, the cap is 
removed and additional sections are attached, and driven as 
required. 

The pipe is kept full of water at all times. In its descent 
through the aquicludes, the water in the pipe shall not flow out 
through the screen, since the screen is sealed by the impervious 
formation; but as the well point reaches the water bearing for
mation, some water will flow out of the pipe, and water remain
ing in the pipe drops to a static level. This is a signal to the driller 
that water bearing formation has been reached. 

To develope the well, the driller attaches a small pitcher pump 
to the pipe. A considerable amount of the sandy water may be 
pumped for a short time, but if a good aquifer has been tapped, 
continued pumping should result in clear sand free water. 

Driven tubewells yield very small discharges, and are 
suitable only for individual domestic supplies. Their construc
tion is limited to shallow depths in soft unconsolidated forma
tions free from boulders, and other obstructions. 

16.25.6.2. Jetted tubewells. A jetted tubeweH may be con
structed either with a hand operated equipment of power driven 
machines, depending upon the soil formation and size and depth 
of the well bore. · . 

... ~ ..... 

. . •, ... 
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Fig. 16.52. 
Driven tubewell 

Line to horst 

Water supply 

A hole in the ground is made by the cutting 
action of a stream of water, which is pumped 
into the well through a small dia pipe, and 
forced against. the bottom of the hole. through 

· rne-iiozzlecofa]etting61f (Fig 16.53). Acasin-g 
pipe is provided during boring to prevent the 
caving of the bore/hole. 

Cas·rng 

Drill pipe 

t t 
Jetting bit 

After the hole has been jetted down to the 
designed depth, the well assembly consisting of 
blank pipes and screen, is lowered, and the 
outer casing is pulled out. 

Jetted tubewells have small yields, and 
their construction is feasible. only in uncon
solidated formations. 

16.25.6.3. Drilled. tubewells. Deep and 
high capacity wells are constructed by drilling. 

--Vari-ous-'te-chntquecn:re''t~niployed incfrilling-the 
· well hole: Different techniques have compara

tive advantages and disadvantages over each 
Fig. 16.53. Jetting method of other, depending upon the type of formation to 
drilling shallow tubewells. be drilled. Therefore, each well should be 

treated as an individual project, and one particular method adopted depending upon its 
suitability. Some of the drilling methods commonly used, are described below : 

(l) Standard method or Cable tool method of drilling. This method of 
drilling the well hole is known as percussion drilling; because in this method, the 
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well hole is made by percussion (i.e. by 
hammering and cutting). This method is 
very useful for cutting consolidated rocks 
from soft clay to hardest rocks, and is 
generally unsuitable in loose formations, 
such as unconsolidated sand and gravel or 
quick sand. This method becomes ineffec

. tive in loose material, because the loose 
. material slumps· and caves around the drill-

ing bit. The drill bit has a chiesel sharp 
edge which breaks the rock by impact 
when alternately lifted and dropped. This . 
drilling bit is connected at the lowest end 
of the entire 'falling and rising 
arrangement' known as the string of tools. 

--lRefer Fig. 16.54 (a) and (b)]. From top to 
bottom, the string of tools consists of a rope 
socket, a set of jars, a drill stem, and the 
drilling bit. 

Tools are made of steel and are joined 

Fig. 16.54 (a) Basic components of Percussion 
Drilling Rig. 

with tapered box and pin screw joints. The entire assembly weighs several tonnes. The 
most important tool of the entire assembly is the drilling pit (or drill) as it does the actual 

. , . rock cutting. The drill stem 

Fig. 16.54 (b). Photographic view of a Percussion Drilliqg Rig. 
The string of tools is seen to the right of the mast 

is the long steel bar which 
adds weight and length to the 
drill, so that it can cut rapidly 
and vertically. - - - ---·---c-

The set of jars have no 
direct effect on the drilling. 
They only loosen the tools 
when they stick in the hole. 
A rope or a cable is fastened 
at the upper end to the rope 
socket and to a dead man (or 
a heavy weight) at the lower 
end. 

The entire assembly of 
tools is suspended from an 
assembly of a mas( an"d-waf](_--- -
ing beam, etc. This assemb-
ly, known as drilling rig, in 
turn, is generally mounted on 
a truck, as to make it easily 
portable. The mast shouid be 
sufficiently high so as to 
allow. the longest of tools to 
be hoisted. 
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As the drilling proceeds, the tools makes 40 to 60 strokes per minute', from a height 
of 0.4 to 1 m. Water is sometimes added in the hole so as to form a paste with -the 
cuttings, thus reducing friction on the falling bit. After the bit has cut l to 2 m through 
a formation, the string of tools is lifted out and the hole is cleaned and cleared of the 
cuttings by means of a bailer. The process is known as bailing out the hole. 

· A bailer essentially consists of a pipe with a valve at the bottom and a ring at the 
top. When lowered into the well, the valve permits the cuttings to enter the bailer but 
prevents them from escaping the bailer. After it is ·filled with cuttings, it is lifted up to 

• I . 

the surface and emptied. 
In unconsolidated formations, casing should be driven down and maintained near 

the bottom of the hole to avoid caving. Casing is driven down by means of driv~ clamps 
fastened to the drill stem. The up and down motion of the tools, striking the top of the 
casing, protected by a drive head, sinks the casing. On the bottom of the casing, a drive. 
shoe is fastened to protect the casing, as it is being driven. 

(2) Hydraulic rotary or Direct rotary meth<:>d of drilling. This is the fastest 
method of drilling and is espec_ially useful in unconsolidated formations. The method 
involves a continuously rotating hollow bit, through which, a mixture of clay and water 
or mud is forced. The bit cuttings are carried up in the hole by the rising mud. No casing 
is required during drilling because the mui:I itself makes a lining on the walls 6f the hole 

h. h • /I w 1c prevents cavmg. · 

The drill bit is con
nected to a hollow steel rod 
(or drill stem), which, in 
turn, is connected at the top 
to a square rod, known as 
the Kelley [Refer Fig. 16.55 
(a)} The drill is rotated by a 
rotating table which fits 
closely around the KeJley 
and allows the drill rod to 
slide down, as the hole 
progresses. 

The drilling rig, such as 
shown in Fig: 16.55 (b), · .. · ..... · · · • · · · 
consists of a mast, rotating ::~ri_1·1. ~iJ:'.:r:::·~~:.:·._-.;:_:~_::.:;·:;:·:·:.":'.:· .. =.::. 
table, a pump for forcing the '~ ~ ·• ·.;; : .·. ·.: ~ •: .·• ~: : : ~·: ~'·· .·,: ;' 

mud, a hoist and the engine. Fig. 16.55 (a). Schematic sketchl.!!Estrating the basi\: principles of 
The mud, after it ·emerges Direct Rotary Drilling. · · 

- utit of the hole, is carried to - --- -----
a tank where the cuttings settle out and the mud can be repumped into the hole. 

After the drilling is completed, the casing is lowered into the hole. The clay ' , 
deposited in the well-walls during mud pumping, is removed by washing it with water. 
Water containing some chemicals like sodium hexametaphophate is forced through the 
drill rod and the washings come out through the preforations of the casing. When the 
washing at one level is completed, the bit is raised, and the process repeated. 
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Rig base ounter shaft 
Fig. 16.55 (b ). Skid mounted light duty Rotary drilling rig. 

(3) Reverse rotary method of 
drilling:-cA-=modifrcation'ofthe:hydrnulic
rotary method is known as the reverse 
rotary method. This is gaining popularity SWIVEL 

day by day. It is quite useful for making 
large wells (diameter up to l.2 m. app.) 
in unconsolidated formations. 

The tools consists of a hollow drill, KELLY 

PUMP 
DISCHARGE 

d "11 · d · · I I h. WITH LARGE \''''· a n pipe an water sw1ve. n t 1s BORE ,,\'\•\ 

/method the cuttinas are removed by ROTARY TABLE ) ; J "" 
' 0 ~-.''' 

;rl~~~::~i~ ae~~~;i;~!i~~n~:~~:d o~h: .:(li_~Ji,1 !t ~i~Li~§~ 
mast or a derrick, a centrifugal pump, ~~:~f m I ~- ~j-~~~J:s_EJ:l.:L~D~ ~A~~~ c~~I~~ ~-~ ~~T 

---=-:~~e~:;;;:!~;~!fno:;;~:.rangement,-"v1f{f-j;; ¥ j . i\\ ~~ ~~:~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~>~~-~;~~ ~~:=; 
The hole is dri:en by pumping ~~r~~~~~- i~1:~~~~~~::~-~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~ 

~ater u_nd~r ~ressure through the drill : : ) : ~\".; ~ t j:1 :· '. :_: ~-~~~- ~l~-~~TE.~ ~~~IL~ ~I~~.\:.·· .. : : : .··: ~~ 
bit, while 1t 1s churned up and down. :.: : ::.:.: _;: £_: WALL OF DRILLED HOLE·:.·.: : : . : . : . · 

· The walls of the hole ai-e supported by ~: ."~:._-:·;._· f ~; ~y:·:. . · : .· ·.-:·:. · .... ,· :. · ::· · .. : : . ·~ .: :::: ·. 
. . . · ...... ::- ,, · " ... DRILL BIT .... · . · 

h~drostat1c pressure ~ctmg agams~ a · · · -· -=· ~ 
1 

'-'- ·:· :- : · _.,: -. -. ·. : .. ~ ·:: ·.>/. -~ · < -_.:_ :". ·, .. _-. ;. 
film of frne gra1ried material ·· :.·.- -.-: :: : ·. ::_-.:·. :.:.·· ·. ·· ' - · ·-
deposited on the walls by the drilling 
water. Cuttings are removed by the Fig. 16.56. Schematic sketch illustrating the basic 

principle of Reverse Rotary Driling. 
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water, and after the mixture (water + cuttings) comes out to the surface, it is passed 
through a settling tank (Refer Fig 16.56) 

The sand settles out here but the fine grained particles are recirculated, so as to help 
in stablising the walls. Casing and cleaning of the walls, etc. is the same as in the 
hydraulic rotary method. 

Comparison of cable tool and hydraulic rotary methods of drilling. Advantages 
of Cable Tool Method are given below: 

1. A more accurate sample of the formation can be obtained. 
2. Lesser amo.unt of water is required during operations. 
3. Cable tool rig is lighter and easy to transport. 
4. Very useful for consolidated rocks and less useful for loose formations. 
5. For shallow tubewells in unconsolidated materials too, it comes out to be cheaper. 
Advantages of Hydraulic Rotary Method are given below : 

I. Can be used for larger holes up to · 1.5 m diameter. 

2. Can be best used for drilling test holes, because the hole can be abandoned 
witfi minimum cost. 

3. Rotary drilled hole can be gravel packed, which increases its specific capacity, 
and keeps the fine particles away, thus causing less sand trouble. 

4. Casing is to be driven only after the hole completion, and hence, can be set at 
any desired depth. 

5. It is the fastest method of drilling and especially useful in unconsolidated fonnations. 

-6 Jt can handle alternate hard and soft formations with ease and the danger 
of accidents is lesser. In quick sands, clays, etc., cable tool method is likely 
to give troubles, as there is a danger of freezing. 

Verticality of the bore hole during drilling must by ensured, irrespective of the 
m-ethoCI·adoptea··for-·ar!Uing··-tfie·oore hole. A common ·specification ·allov,,-s a clevlatiOn 
of 15 cm from the vertical in a length of30m. 

16.25.6.4. Well Log. 

During drilling a well hole, the descri·ption of the material encountered in sequence 
through the drilling, has to be recorded, and this record is called a well log. A well log will, 
therefore, record the different types of fonnations with their correct depths of occurrences. 
Samples of drill cuttings at different depths, at regular intervals of 1.5 to 2 m, are also 
collected, to detennine the exact nature of the rocks being drilled. 

The prepared well log will help in designing and commissioning the tubewell : 

16.25.7. Installing Well Screens. Well casings and well screens are installed on 
the basis of the well log. If the strata conditions, as revealed by the well log, warrant 

-··a· cavity type tubewell, no screen·wi.JI be neees·sary-:-----~------~------ -· 

In such a cavity well therefore, the casing pipe used in the drilling, may either be 
left as it is, or if it is costly, then a smaller dia blind well pipe may be inserted, and the 
casing pipe withdrawn. 

Iil screen tubewells, strainers or slotted pipes will be required, and the procedures 
for installing such well strainers shall vary with the design of the well and the method 
employed for drilling. The screens or slotted pipes shall have to be located opposite the 
water bearing strata, in order to draw water from the strata. This is done by assembling 
together the whole length of the screens and the blank pipes in exactly the same order 
and the lengths, in which they are to be lowered in the bore. 
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The screens and the blind pipes are lowered into the bore one by one, starting from 
the bottom end. During lowering of these well pipes, the casing pipe may be withdrawn, 
to allow the screens and the blind pipes to hold them in position. 

In unconsolidated formations, sometimes, the casings are left intact, to supp,ort the 
J:>9re hole and to freely ,admit water into the well. In such a case, the casing pipe itself 
should either co.ntaiii,perforations or its lower part be replaced by a screen or a strainer. 

16.25.8. WelL Development. Tubewells are developed to increase their specific 
capacity, prevent discharge of sand, and to obtain maximum economic well life. 
Development means the stab_ilisation of th?__wa_ll~of a well adjacent to the screen, by a 
process which removes the fine particles from the formation immediately surrounding 
the well ycreen, leaving coarser particles to· contact and surround the screen. 

The main objectives of well development are: 

(i) to unclog the water bearing formation 

(ii) to increase the porosity and permeability of the water bearing formation in the 
··-·-··---- _ ~j-~_inity of the well.- · 

(iii) to stabilise the sand formation around a screened well, so that the well may 
yield sand free water. 

Development is necessary in all gravel packed wells and other screened wells, except 
when the screen is made of fine wire mesh or coir or 
other closely knit filters, located in a highly perme
able aquifer. 

The basic principle in well development is to 
cause reversals of flow through the screen openings, 
that will rearrange the aquifer particles. This is essen
tial to break down bridging of the groups of particles. 
Fig 16.57 shows how smallparticles can bridge ))e_-

Fig. 16.57. Bridging action.caused.by-, 
tween large particles across the screen openin.gs, one directional flow. 
_\Vhen the flow of water is in one direction only. 
Reversing the direction of flow by surging the well does help in removing the bridging. 

The commonly adopted well development methods are discussed below : 
(i) Well development by surging. In this method, a plunger is worked up and 

down iri the well, so that the water is alternat~ly forced out into the surrounding 
formation and then allowed to flow back into· the well. A surge block or surge 
plunger is the tool, which is used for this purpose. --

The outflow portion of the surge cycle breaks down the bridging to loosen the fines; 
and the inflow portion of the surge cycle moves the fines towards the screen and into 
the well; from where they are removed. 

(ii) Well development by pumping. In this method, a tubewell may be developed 
-eii:ilerhy-over-pu-m.Prn--g-01:-by-rewhlaing-rlie-wezr.··- --- - - -- -"-'- - --· --·.:• --· -= = :_ __ 

Overpumping involves heavy pumping of the well to cause heavy drawdown. This 
is not a very effective method, for well development because the flow of water remains 
unidirectional, thus not removing the bridging of_~~e particles. 

Rewhiding involves starting and stopping of pumping intermittently to provide rela
tively rapid changes in the head of the well. While this may be done with any type of pump, 
it is most effectively done with a turbine type of pump installed with a foot valve~ 

(iii) Well development by compressed air. This method is most commonly 
adopted for developing wells, and may involve either : 
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(a) backwashing technique, or (b) surging technique. 

867 

A combination of both the techniques may sometimes be used for more effective 
development. 

Backwashing technique involves forcing of the well water back into the aquifer by 
means of compressed air introduced into the well through the top of the casing after it 
has been closed. When the pressure is released, the water will flow back into the well 
through the screen to bring the fine particles from the area surrounding the well, thus 
ensuring their removal. The process is continued till no sand is brought in. 

Surging technique involves the principles of both the pumping method and the 
surging method described earlier. The inrush of compressed air creates a powerful surge 
within the well, and loosens the fine material surrounding the perforations, which may 
then be brought into the well by continuous air injection. Tbe operation is repeated at 
intervals along the screened section of the well, until sand arrival is stopped. The 
principle of pumping is the same as described eariler. 

(iv) Well development by jetting. Jetting with water at high velocity is an effective 
method of well development. The method involves operating a horizontal water jet 
inside the well in such a way that the high velocity water stream shoots out through the 
screen openings. Fine particles are thus washed out of the aquifer, and the turbulence 
created by the jet brings these fines back into the well through the screen openings above 
and below the point of operation. By slowly rotating the jetting tool, and by gradually 
raising and lowering it, the entire surface of screen can be covered. 

Use of dispersing agents in well development. Certain chemicals like tetra sodium 
pyrophosphate, sodium tripolyphosphate, sodium hexametaphosphate, and sodium sep
taphosphate, etc., when added to the well water, and to the water used in backwashing 
or jetting techniques of the well development described above, considerably helps in 
mud removal, thereby increasing the effectiveness of the above methods. 

·· -16.25.-9~-Spacing·of TubeweUs;··TubeweU-s ·have been-generally lbcated· without aiiy 
scientific studies, till recently. It was thought that for Indo-Gangetic area, tube wells yielding 
about 45 litres/sec could be located within 2.4 sq. km., which fixed the cultivable commanded 
area of the tubewell to about 400 hectares. With further research now, tube wells are constructed 
with a conu:i:J.and of 120 hectares, and on an average, a tubewell is located in 1.5 sq. km, and 
the resultant large scale pumping has not materially lowered the watertable. 

16.25.10. Life of a Tubewell and Reasons for its Failure. A normal tubewell lasts for 
about 15 to 20years in Northern India. It may fail due to (a) Incrustation, or due to (b) corrosion. 

(a) Incrustation. The incrustation of the well pipe occurs due to the deposition of 
alkali salts on the inside walls of the pipe. The important salt causing incrustation is 
calcium carbonate, although calcium and magnesium sulphates and silicates may some
times be the basic binders. The incrustation of the well pipe reduces_ the effective 

_._.' diameter-of the well pipe, and hence reduces the discharge of the tubewell. 
The incrustation can be reduced : 

(i) by reducing the drawdown and hence the pumping rate ; 

(ii) by using screens having larger area of openings (or larger diameter pipes) so 
as to allow some allowance for the future incrustation ; 

(iii) by using such materials for the strainers (screens) that may easily permit the removal 
of incrustating material by chemical action without affecting that strainer material. 
In other words, the acids; ~tc., which are used to remove the incrustation, should not 
produce any effect on the strainer materials ; and 

'' 
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(iv) by properly maintaining and periodically cleaning the well screens. 
The incrustation can be delayed or reduced by these four methods, although it 

cannot be completely eliminated and thus the life of the tubewell can be increased by 
the above methods. 

(b) Corrosion. The well pipe is gradually destroyed by corrosion due to the 
action of acidic water on the pipe material. When chlorides and sulphates or carbon 
dioxide are present in the water, the well pipe. will definitely get corroded. The 
aquifer sand, surrounding the well pipe, finds a way out into the corroded pipe 
through the worn out pipe walls, thus bringing sand along with water. Hence, 
corrosion results in excessive withdrawal of sand along with well water. 

Thicker pipes may be used to avoid corrosion. Stainless steel strainers will.be. most 
suitable, but are very costly. In affluent countries like U.S.A., such stainless steel screens 
are being progressively used, but are too expensive for the developing countries like 
India. An iron or steel screen can be depended upon only for a limited service life of 
the tubewell in most of the waters. The life of such a screen can be increased by 
galvanising (i.e., by zinc coating) the pipe material. Other measures, which can help in 
teduCl.ng-cori:osion, and thereby increasing the life of the tubewell, are : 

(i) by reducing the drawdown and the pumping rate ; 
(ii) by reducing the flow velocity by increasing the percentage of the open area or the 

diameter of the well pipe ; 
(iii) by using thicker pipes ; 
.(iv) by using corrosion resistant materials for the pipes ; and 
(v) by using corrosion resistant coatings on the pipes. 

16.25.11. Design of a Strainer Tubewell. The design of a .strainer type ttibewell 
essenti~lly consists of designing the size of the tube, the size of the bore hole, the length 
of the strainer, and type and horse power of the pumping arrangement required to lift 
the water. The design ,considerations for these parts of a_ tubewel1arediscusse_d heJow: 

(i) Size of the tube. The diameter of the tube (pipe) is decided from the considera" 
tions of permissible flow velocity through the tube. Since the strainers ate installed at 
different levels, the velocity of water in a tube of a fixed size will not be constant but 
will be increasing towards the top. Hence, it is theoretically possible to reduce the size 
of the tube from tlie top towards the bottom, such that the velocity is more or less 
constant throughout the tube length. However, it is generally not economical to install 
varying size tube, and hence, a single sized or at the most a two sized tube (in case the 
aquifers are available at too much different depths) may be used in actual practice. The 
velocity through the tube may be limited between 1.5-to 4.5 m/sec. Knowing the design 
discharge of the tubewell and the velocity, the area of the tube and hence, its diameter 
can be easily calculated. The nearest available size in the market may then be used. 

_ (ii) ~iZf! oqhe _l>ore hole~ N"c:>r_I!li:t!ly, the size of th~ bore hole_ should_ be at least ___ _ 
5 cm bigger than the size of the tube, so as to facilitate the lowering of the tube in 
the hole. If gravel packing is provided then the bore size will be decided by making 
provision for the gravel thickness also. 

(iii) Length of the strainer. After deciding the diameter of the tube, the length.of 
the strainer required to obtain the design discharge may be calculated for unconfined or 
confined aquifer cl,lses, respectively, as given below : 

(a) For Unconfined Aquifer Case; from eqn. (16.17) we have 

Q =re· K · (d
2 

- hw
2

) 

2.3 log1o Rlrw 
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-or 

or 

or 

Ifs is the draw down or depression head, then .w .r.t. to Fig. 16.13, we can easily write 

d-hw =s 

Now, 
1t . K (d - hw) (d + hw) 1t K.s. (hw + S + hw) 

Q= R = . . R 
2.3 log10 - 2.3 log10 -rw rw 

Q= 21tK+~+~) 
R 

2.3 log10 -
rw 

R 

( ) 

2.3 Q log!O -
S rw 

hw + 2 = 2rtK.s 

[

2.3 Q log!O B._ ] 
h = _____ r_w - !_ 

w 2nK.s 2 

... (16.17 a) 

... (16.17 b) 

hw in this case, represents nothing but the length of the strainer needed. In the above equation, 

r w is the radius of the well and is known by now. The value of the radius of influence (R) ;may 
be assumed between 250 to 500 m. Such a wide variation in the value of R will, at the most 
change the discharge up to a maximum of 12%, since the relation between Q and R is logarith
mic. The suitable value of permeability coefficient (K) may be assumed. The design discharge 
and the depression head (i.e. drawdown) are also known; hence, the value of hw i.e., the length 
of the strainer can be easily calculated. 

or 

(b) Pi»r-Ec)n]'ined'Aquifer Case; from eqn. (16.20) we have 

2nKHs 
Q=----

R 
2.3 log10 -

rw 

R 
2.3 Q log10 -

rw 
H=-----

2nK.s 

In this equation, H represents the length of the strainer which can be easily calculated. 
This designed strainer length is provided in one or more aquifers, depending upon the site 
availabilities. 

--··· -(lv) Typ-e oC-p~iiriping arrangemeiit':°Tfiree t)lpesoTpump'-s-are-ge~~r~lly ~s-ecl"in, 
order to lift water. They are 

(1) Centrifugal pumps 
(2) Bore hole type pumps, and 
(3) Jet pumps. 

These three types of pumps are discussed below : 

(1) Centrifugal Pumps. A centrifugal pump lifts water from the lower level to a 
higher level by creating the required pressure with the help of centrifugal action. The 
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maximum suction· 
head, under which the 
pump can practically 
work effectively, is. 
about 6 to 8 m. Hence, 
such a pump can be 
used only at places, 
where the fluctuations 
in watertable plus the 
depression head is 
limited to a maximum 
of 8 m, as shown in Fig. 
16.58. For larger 
values, the bore hole 
type pump is to be used. 
A centrifugal pump is 
generally available in 
two models, i.e. (i) 
when the pump and the 
motor are built 
together, and (ii) when 

. the pump and motor are 
separately built and 
coupled together. Such 
centrifugal pumps are 
polularly known as 
monoblock centrifugal 

• pumps. 

A section of 
tubewell using a 
centrifugal pump is 
shown in Fig. 16.58. 
In this arrangement, 
a sump well is some-
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Lowest W.T 

G.L. 
/ 

Should not be 
more than 
6-Bmorso 

___ l 
,,_ __ Pea grovel 

pa-eking 

times constructed, so Fig. 16.58. Section of a tubewell using Monoblock Centrifugal pump. 
as to place the pump at 
a required lower level, below the ground level. The pump is to be placed slightly above 
the highest water table, so as to avoid its submergence. The minimum water level should 
not be lower.than the pump level by more than 6 to 8 mas shown, otherwise the pump 
willnotwork. 

Hence, such an arrangement can be used only where the water is available at smaller 
depths from the surface, (i.e. generally for shallow cavity wells) and it cannot be used 
for those deep tubewells where water is generally available quite deep. 

The sump well is' also generally of a large size and deep enough, and has to be 
plugged at the bottom with conc.rete. This arrangement may sometimes make it 
costly, although this type of pump is the cheapest. Hence, such type of pumping 
arrangement is genrally not preferred in modern days, when the bore hole type 
pumps are being increasingly used. . ' 
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(2) Bore hole type Pumps. Such pumps consist of special centrifugal pump impellers 
connected in series, mounted on a vertical shaft, and driven by a motor. They are of 
small diameter and can be lowered in the casing pipe itself. The top 20 to 30m of the 
bore hole and the casing pipe is generally kept wider than the remaining normal bore, 
so as to accommodate the pump bowl in the casing pipe. 

14---+-..¥f'.i---+-Sha.f t supported 
Well assembly-----1......,,."-+-~ by bearings 

-- (.Ho-using--pipe) - - --'-+-h-1-..i - - - -·--- ------
~-tc~ur---t- Outer plpi for 

Joint between ho.us- delivery of water 
ing pipe and reducer Multi stage pump 

Reducer---~~ 

· Junction of reducer-& 
s t rain 1Z r pip IZ ---+-f>"-1'3t--" 

Pea gravel ------1--
pac king about 
10 ems($) thick 

assembry 
( tur.bine pump) 
or so 

strainer 

30m or so 

Fig. 16.59. Section of a tubewell using a turbine type of a bore hole pump. 
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Two types of bore hole pumps, i.e. ( i) submer
sible pumps ; and (ii) turbine type of pumps, are 
available. In submersible pumps, the motor and 
the pump are both attached together and lowered 
inside the bore; whereas in a turbine type, the 
pump is driven by a direct coupled electric motor 
of a vertical shaft type, and, is placed at the top 
of the line shaft at the ground level. The neces
sity of constructing a sump well is thus com
p 1 e t e 1 y · a v o i d e d , w h i c h m a y -in ik e t h i s 
arrangement a cheaper and a better alternative 
to the monoblock centrifugal pump, although 
the cost of such a pump is higher, and lowering 
by chain and pulley is difficult. Even among these 
two types of available pumps, submersible pump 
costs less than that of a turbine type. A section of 
a tubewell using turbine pump installation is 
shown in Fig. 16.59. A submersible pump is also 
shown in Fig. 16.60. 

(3) Jet Pumps. Jet pumps are also sometimes 
used these days for lifting water from the smaller 
tubewells installed for individual domestic sup
plies, where the water is not available within 8 m 

Foundation 

Discharge 
column 

Suction .case 

Subrne.;oaible. 
electri<;:-_motor 

suction lift, thereby not permitting the use of the 0-Fifl6.60. A submersible pump. 
monoblock centrifugal pumps. Jet pumps can be 
used for suction lift of 6 to 30 m or s9_ . .(\.jet pump consists of a combination of a 
cen-ti-ifogal pump and a jet mechanism or_,ejector. In this assembly, the,motor and 
the pump constitute a small unit like a centrifugal monoblock pump, and is placed 
at the ground level. A nozzle and a venturi assembly connected with the pressure 
pipe is joined with the main well pipe, as shown in Fig. 16.58. The pressure pipe is 
connected on the outlet side of the pump along with the delivery pipe. A portion of 
the high pressure water thus returns through the pressure pipe to activate the nozzle 
in the ejector. The nozzle is shaped so that it smartly and abruptly reduces the area 
through which the flow must pass, thereby increasing the velocity of flow. This 
creates a pressure area around the venturi, which draws more water from the well. 
The vacuum created by the impeller of the pump placed at the ground surface, draws 
the flow through the suction pipe. The water is pumped out through the delivery pipe 
at the desired pressure. The additional supply of water which is obtained from the 
well is discharged __ p_ast the controL\l.alv.e, whiLe:..the volume required for producing_ 
the flow is recirculated through the pressure pipe. The control valve is set to maintain 
the necessary pressure to produce the flow at the existing pump head. 

Jet pumps cannot be started until the whole system is filled with water. No priming 
is however required with the installation of foot valve, as in a monoblock pump. The 
discharge of the jet pumps is about 20 litres per minute against the head of 15-30 m 
above the ground level. 

Jet pur11ps are, however, generally not used for irrigation tubewells, because of their 
low efficiency, which generally is of the order of 35% as compared to 66-85% for the 
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Regulating 
·valve 

Pressure 
pipe 

Water.__ 
level -

' t 
Suction 
pipe 

Volute 
centrifugal 
pump 

or nozzle body 

Fig. 16.61 

Pressure 
pipe 

From 
pump 

To pump suction 

t -Suction pipe 

Venturi 

Nozzle 

From well 

(b ). Sectional view of the jet 
assembly of the jet pump. 

other types of pumps. Moreover, jet pumps are not easily adapted to the locations where 
ground water levels are subject to large seasonal fluctuations, or where severe corrosion 
or incrustation may cause enlargement or blocking of the jet nozzles. 

(v) Horse power of the pump motor 

Yw·QH 
The power of the motor= Nm/s (i.e. watts) 

Tl 

. watts Yw · QH 
H.P. (m~tnc) = 

735 
= 

735 
Tl ... (16.47) 

where Q = Discharge to be delivered in cumecs 
H = Total lift-, i.e. the head against which the 

motor has to work, in metres 

Yw = Unit weight of water in N/m3 

11 = Efficiency of the pump set, and is 
generatly taken as 65% (i.e. 0.65) for 
centrifugal or bore hole pumps. 
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The total head- (H) against which the motor has to work consists of : 

(a) Maximum depth of water level below the ground level. 

(b) Maximum depression head. 

(c) Velocity head. 
(d) Frictional losses in the tube pipe, including -the iossesafb-enes--and-.stiainer 

openings. 

The frictional loss in the pipe (h1) may be calculated by using the equation 

· f'·l·V2 

hf= ... (16.48) 
2gd 

where/'= Coefficient of pipe friction which is \ 
generally taken to be 0.024 ·· 

l = Tot.al length of the pipe line, including 
the vertical as well as horizontal lengths 

V = Velocity of flow in the pipe 
d = Diameter of the pipe line. 

The losses at the bends and those at the entry of the strainer openings are generally 
taken to be equal to 25 to 30% of the frictional losses in the pipe. 

Knowing the total value of H, i.e. the head against which the motor has to 
work ; the horse power of the motor can be easily calculated. 

Example 16.14. Design a tubewell to deliver 33,000 gallons per hour at a depres
sion head of 5 m. The average water level is JO m below the ground in October and 15 
m in July. The geological investigation has yielded the following results at the site of 
boring: 

Solution. 

·Deprh - -

Oto Sm 

5 to 20m 

20to30m 

30to 50m 

50to60m 

60 to 70m 

Below 70m 

· Type l!fStrata 

Su1face clay 

Very.fine sand 

Clay with Kankar 

Coarse sand 

Clay 

Medium sand 

Clay with sand stone. 

- - . -- - - - - ·--- -TIT Design-of-toe -weir pipe ---
Assume the velocity of flow in the tube = 2.5 m/sec 
Discharge required= 33,000 gallons per hour= 33,000x4.55 litres per hour 

33 ooox 4.55 . 
= ' l ,OOO cubic metres per hour 

33 x 4.55 b" (" ) 417 10-2 = cu 1c metres per sec. 1.e. cumecs = . x cumecs 
~x~ . -
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Area of the tube or well pipe 

= Discharge = 4.17 x 10-
2 

m2 = 167 cm2 
Velocity 2.5 ·· 

Diameter of tube (dw) = ~ = -:V ~ x 167 = 14.6 cm 

Use 15 cm dia pipe. The actual velocity of flow in the pipe of 15 cm dia 

4.17 x 10-
2 
-2 36-·/ . = - . uusec * (0.15)2 

875 

(ii) Size of the bore hole. The size of the bore hole should be 5 cm more than that 
of the pipe. Hence, use 20 cm dia bore hole. 

(iii) Length of the strainer. From the geological investigation report, it is evident 
. that the main aquifers are confined between clay strata. Hence, the discharge formula 

for confined stratum will be used to work out the strainer length. Using equation (16.20), 
we have 

or 

21tKHs 
Q=---:

R 
2.3 Iogio-

rw 

R 
2.3 Q Iog10-

rw 
H=-----

21tK.s. 

where Q = 4.17 x 10-2 cumecs 

rw·= Radius of the tube= o.;5 = 0.075 m 

s =Depression head= 5 m (given) 
R = 350 m (assumed) 

K = Permeability coefficient for sand 

= 0.04cm/sec = 0.04 x l 0-2 m/sec 

(assumed - Table 16.2) 

-2 350 
H= 2.3x4.17x 10 log10 o:o7s 

2 x 3.14x 0.04x 10-2 x 5 

2:3 x 4.17)(3:669 __ , .. . -- . ····- --
= 2 x 3.14x 0.04x 5 =2&.0l m; say 28 m 

Hence, use the length of the strainers = 28 m. 

Check for the entrance velocity (v e) 

Using eqn. (16.46): h=_Q__, we get 
Ao. Ve 
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28 
= 4.17x 10-2 

(1t x 0.15 x 15%) x (v.) 

(assuming 15% opening area in the screens) 

v. = 0.0197m/s= 1.97 cm/s :< 2 cm/s (O.K.) 

Note : If ve is found to be more then the safe entrance velocity of 2 to 3 emfs, then either the dia of the 

screen or the length of the screen shall have to be increased. In case this is not practically feasible, then the 
percentage of opening area shall have to be increased from 15% to about 20 to 25% (preferably 20%). 

The selected 15 cm dia screen in 19 m length can now-be:..pr:o,vided in the coarse 
sand aquifer (lying at depth between 30 to 50 m), and 9 m length can be provided 
in the medium sand aquifer (lying at depth between 60 to 70 m), so as to provide a 
total 28 m screen length. In both the cases, 0.5 m aquifer depths shall be left 
unscreened at either ends. 

Note : This arrangement will leitd to the screening of 95% of the aquifer depth,as against the preferred 
value of 90%. Even this ·anomaly can be corrected by using a screen of 20 cm dia, and recalculating the length 
of the screen. 

(iv) Type of pump required. Since the fluctuations of watertable (i.e. 15 m- 10 
m= 5 m) plus the depression head (5 m) total to be 10 m, which is more than 6 to 8, 
centrifugal pump is out of question. Bore hole type of pump shall, therefore, be used. 

(v) Horse Power of the motor 
Y11·· QH 

H.P. = 
735

T\ in S.I. units 

where Q= 4.17x 10- 2 m3/s 

T\ = 0.65 

y,~= 9.81kN/m3 =9.81x103 N/m3 

H = Total head againstwhich the motor has to 
work 

= Maximum depth of watertable + Depres
sion head + Velocity head +Losses. 

where, (a) Maximum depth of watertable = 15 m 
(given) 
(b) Maximum depression head,,;, 5 
m(given) 
(c) Velocity dead 

-
y2 - (2.36)2 I 

0.29m I - 2g - 2 x 9.81 

(d_)Loss of_head_c;lµ_e to friction in pipe (h1L __ _ 
plus losses at bends in strainer, etc. (say I 

f' l V2 

0.25 h1) where h1 lgd . . 
where,f' = 0.024 

l = Length of pipe line 
= Vertical length of pipe including the blind 

pipe and strainer + Horizontal length of 
delivery pipe 
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= 70 m+ I 0 m= 80 m 

Hence, 
Yw· QH 

H.P.= 735T] 

. h .- 0.024 x x 80 x (2.36)2 
- 3 6 

·· 1- 2x9.81 x0.15 - · 4 m 

Losses in strainer and bends etc. 

= 0.25 x hf= 0.25 x 3.64 = 0.91 m 

Total losses = 3.64 + 0.91 = 4.55 m 

H= 15 + 5 + 0.29 + 4.55 = 25.84m 

(9.81x10\x4.17 x 10-2 x 25.84 __ 22 l · 23 H'P 
= 735 x 0.65 · ' say · · 

Hence, 23 H.P. motor is required. 

16.26. Ground Water Prospecting 

The term 'ground-water prospecting' means searching for the ground water. It not 
only includes to find out the places where the ground water is available, but also to find 
out its approximate quantity and quality as well. This job can be done by carrying out, 
what are called groundwater surveys. 

These ground water surveys or investigations are extremely important in arid 
regions, where ground water is scarcely available. In such regions, if such surveys are 
not carried out in advance, and the excavation of wells is undertaken, then everything 
may come out to be futile, as no sufficient and good quality water may become available 
for obtaining the required water supplies. 

- - -- Besides the problem of conducting su-ch surveys for obtaining water supplies, 
another problem which an engineer may face is to detect whether any ground water 
would be encountered fo underground construction operations. The engineer will 
also have to find out means and ways to check and control that ground water and 
the problems created by it. 

For both these purposes, investigations would have to be conducted to detect the 
presence of water at the given region or at the particular site, and to fairly estimate its 
quality or quantity, or both. 

The very first indicator of the presence of groundwater in an arid region, is the 
presence of plants and vegetations, especially the plants that habitually grow in arid 
regions only when they can send their roots down to the watertable. Such plants are 

- -caUC-d-pJireiiiophyi~".S'~-Tfre-"t:fpe'''Of'-plant;-w'illalsOTocertain extent, m-d1c;ifo-The depth-oC 
the watertable. The plants, may also to some extent indicate the qualit~ of the ground 
water. An idea about the different types of plants growing in a particular region, and 
their peculiar indications about the presence of ground water, can be gathered from the 
observant local inhabitants. This type of investigation is purely preliminary, and must 
be followed and confirmed by geological and other geophysical surveys and field 
investigations. 

The geological studies by which groundwater may be investigated would comprise 
of making a detailed geological mapping of the area, which may give an accurate 

·' 
i 
I 
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knowledge of the existing geological structures, ineluding the lithological character, 
. mode of origin, and petrological features of various underground rocks and strata. 

In addition to these usual investigations, however, close attention must be paid to 
all evidences of ground water. Say for example, records of all the existing wells .and 
bore holes must be examined and correlated. New test boreholes may also be excavated 
and examined, if needed. By such means, when records become available, it is possible 
to prepare contour maps for the groundwater le\lels over large areas of the country. 
These groundwater contour maps provide a means of fairly estimating the quantity or 
available ground water. This quantity ofaVailable ground water may also be estimated -
by some hydrological methods, which depend on studying the relationshjps between 
determing and using the specific yield factors for the rocks in question. 

'Specific yield' as defined earlier, is the volume of water (expressed as percentage 
of the total volume of the aquifer) which will be drawn freely from the aquifer. In other 
words, it will be sligqtly less than the porosity, as some water is retained in the aquifer 
by molecular or capillary forces. For the measurement of specific yield, various methods 
have been suggested; some of which can be utilised in a laboratory on samples of 
material encountered in the area under investigation, and testing them for their per
meability, porosity, etc. Other methods necessitate field observations and pumping tests 
in these bore holes, to finally calculate the specific yields. 

Shock waves or seismic waves produced by artificial explosions have also been 
used these days, to detect the presence of ground water and its depth of occurrence. The 
principle underlying these seismic methods is that the velocity of the elastic waves 
(caused by artificial shocks) is different in moist deposits than iri the dry formations of 
the same composition.These seis1nic surveys are, therefore conducted by firing a charge 
of explosive, near the ground surface, and recording the arrival of the resulting. shock 
waves at a series of geophones, remote from the ·shock point. Since the velocity of the 
shock waves depends on the type of formation arid the presence of water, it may be 
possible to detect and estimate the depth of the watertable from the differe~ces iri_ the 
indicated velocities recorded at· several geophones. 

The other important type of geophysical investigation which may be pe_r
formed for groundwater exploration is called the resistivity surveys. 

Resistivity surveys make use of the fact that water increases the conductivity of 
the rocks, and thereby decreasing their resistivity; Hence, if it can be established geologi
cally, that the same rock formation is existing for a certain depth, say 100 m, and by 
electrical testing it is found that the resistivity is decreasing below say 60 m depth, then 
it can be easily concluded that the water is present below 60 m depth. 

The resistivity of rocks at various depths can. be calculated on the following prin
ciple : If electrodes (generally four) are inserted fo the ground and-connected in a-circuit· 
to a source of electrical energy, the current will flow from one electrode, pass through 
the ground, and finally leave through the other electrode. The depth to which this current 
penetrates in the. ground, depends upon the distance between the two outer electrodes 

(it is generally of the order of ±th the distance between electrodes). Thus, it is possible 

to send the c.urrent deeper into the ground by simply increasing the distance between 
the electrodes (Refer Fig. 16.62). Hence, it should be possible to determine the resistivity 
of the given formation-rocks, by measuring the passing current in the potentiometer 
circuit ; and at different depths, by repeating the experiments with different electrode 
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·current meter 
or Ammeter 

Current 
E ~ectrode 

·· 0 m 

Fig. 16.62,, Wenner' s Resistivity method for Ground water exploration. 
. R . . . Voltage 2· [x) es1st1v1ty = C x 7t -. · urrem 3 

spacings. The resistivity varia- V'l 
UJ 

. tions with depth can then be a: 
I-

plotted easily, and the variations w 
:::E 

studied along with geological or 
stratigraphical* knowledge of z 
the exi-sting~r:ock formatiens, as-·~ 
pointed oiit above. 11 . a: 

Say for example, in Fig. 
16.63, the resistivity is decreas~ :::E 

0 ing below 60 m depth and up to ex: 

:J 
V'l 

ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY~ 
oL--~~~~~~.;__~-<ir-_,...-,-~-

120 m depth; whereas let the LL. 90 
J: 

geology of the area confirms the 1-

LOW 
RESISTIVITY 

ZONE 

a.. 
existence of the same type of w · 

0 
rock (say Sandstone) up to this 
120 m depth; then it easily gives 
the inference that water is exist-

.____________------.._L' 
120.----
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ing between 60.m and 120 m Fig.16.63.Yariation-of!3-esj_stjvityw~hdepth:__=----
deplh~'--C--------- - -------- ---- ---------------

Both seismic and resistivity surveys should be made and interpreted by persons who 
are folly trained in their work. In fact, neither of these two methods, specifically locates 
the groundwater, but merely indicate discontinuties which may bound an aquifer. With 
a few test holes as control points, however, large areas may be surveyed quite rapidly 
by seismic or resistivity methods. The resistivity data may also give an indicaticm of the 
chemical quality of the groundwater, since dissolved salts reduce the resistivity of water. 

* historical geology. 

ij[ 
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Electrical testing done in oil wells, and their recordfng called electrical logs or resistivity 
logs, are also often useful in ground water studies. 

16.26.1. Logs or Recording of Bore-hole Data. 

Logs may be defined as the records of the sub-surface investigations, and provide 
useful information regarding the nature and properties of the materials occuring a:t 
various depths below the ground sur
face. These records may be in the form 
of mere tables or graphic plots with 
symbolic descriptions. The data making 
the basis of these records may be ob
tained by different methods, and ac
cordingly there are many types of 
bore-hole logs. A few examples of such 
bore hole logs are described beiow : 

(i) Geological logs or well logs, as 
pointed out in article 16:25.6.4, are 
those which represent the type of the 
strata existing at different depths, and 
encountered during direct digging or 
boring of the wells. [Refer Fig 16.64 
(a)] 

(ii) Resistivity logs are those which 
indicate the values of electrical resis
tivity of the rocks at different depths, 
determined by special techniques from 
surface downwards in bore holes. 
[ReferFi:g: 16.61 (b )j. 

(iii) Sonic logs are those which in
dicate the values of velocities of com
pressional waves at different depths. 

Rock 
type 
1--lo_g=--1-~~~~~-0 M 

I • • t/iC 

';.;Pl>lft 
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~~,, 
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10 

15 

20 

25 

I I 30 
I I 

(a) Rock log or 

Resist
ivity 
log 

geological log. (b) Resistivity log. 

Fig'. l 6.64. Bore-hole logs. 

(iv) Thermal logs are those which indicate variation in temperature with depth, as 
determined directly with the increasing depth. 

(v) Radiometric logs, similarly, indicate the variations of radioactivity with depth. 

Borehole logging plays an important role in all the major programmes of water 
exploration. Most of the properties, investigated for, and represented in bore hole 
logs, are highly sensitive to water content of the rocks, and as such, when interpreted 
in that light, may yield useful information. 

· c 16;27 .--Advantages-and-Disadvantages ofc..'fube~well Irrigation-Over €ilnaHrrigation ·· -

Advantages : 

(i) Isolated lands which cannot be served by canals can be easily irrigated by 
tube-wells. 

(ii) Cultivators can have their own private tube-wells and thus have not to depend 
on the government owned canal waters. 

(ii!) Canal irrigation projects require huge funds and considerable time, while wells 
can be constructed wherever required in a small time and with lesser funds. 
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(iv) The supply of water from a well can be started as soon as required and can be 
stopped at any moment, thus taking advantage of momentary rainfall. 

(v) Tube-well channels are of shorter length and generally lined, thus resulting in 
lesser percolation losses. 

(vi) Tube-well water is generally sold on a volumetric basis, which results 
in optimum utilisation of water at the correct time. 

(vii) Pumping from ground water by means of tube-wells helps in lowering the 
ground watertable, and thus helps in reducing water logging, which on the 
other hand, is generally caused by canal irrigation. 

(viii) With the help of well irrigation, more than one crop may be grown in an year. 

(ix) The well water which is warmer in cold weather and colder in hot weather is 
more suitable to crops. 

(x) The well water is more pure than the canal water, and thus the irrigation 
scheme may be combined with rural water supply-scheme. 

(xi) The land acquisition is foss for tube-well irrigation. 

(xiz) Unless drought continues for many years, well irrigation does not fail in 
droughts, while a canal supply may fail in a single drought or at the most 
in two or three consecutive drought years. 

Disadvantages : 

(i) If the electric supply fails (which generally does in drought years), the pumps 
of the tube-wells cannot be operated, and hence, the well water cannot be made 
available to the crops, unless diesel power is available. 

(ii) Canal irrigation projects are generally combined with flood control and 
hydropower projects, thus giving added benefits. 

(iiz) The well water which is generally free from silt is not so good from 
manuring point of view as is the silted canal water. 

(iv) The tube-well water proves much costlier than the canal water since the well 
·· water has to be lifted by pumps. 

(v) The life of a tube-well is limited. 

(vi) Frequent breakdown of power and motor parts cause large scale interruptions 
in the working of tube-wells. So much so that the usual running hours have 
been estimated to be 3,760 out of annual of 8,760. 

Conclusion. Truely speaking, a combined irrigation system is the best. In other 
workds, we must install a large scale canal irrigation system in the country supported 
and supplemented b_y _tube-wells throughout.Thisis whatis being followed: in India; 
especially in Punjab and U.P., where irrigation is most intensively as well as exten
sively practised. 

PROBLEMS 
1. (a) discuss briefly as to how the water is stored into the ground water reservoir. Briefly mention , 

the. various zones and importance of the 'zone of saturation' in this connection. ' 
(b) Enumerate the different methods by which the ground water is drained and used in our country. 
(c) What is meant by artificial recharge of ground water? Enumerate the different methods which 

are used for this purpose and describe one of them briefly. · 
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2. Define and explain any five of the following terms, as used in connection with ground water : 
(i) Capillary fringe 

(ii) Specific yield 

(iii) Pellecular water 

(iv) Field capacity 

(v) Permeability and transmissibility 

(vi) Aquifers and aquicludes 

(vii) Non-artesian and artesian wells 
.·(viii) Perched aquifers 

(ix) Storage coefficient 

(x) Specific capacity of wells 

(xi) Well loss. 

3. (a) Distin~uish between non-equilibrium and equilibrium conditions in an aquifer from which 
water is withdrawn through a well. Explain when the above conditions can be expected in an aquifer. 

(Engg. Services, 1970) 

(b) Derive a formula for discharge of well in a homogeneous artesian aquifer assuming equilibrium 
flow conditions. (Engg. Services, 1970) 

(c) In an artesian aquifer, the drawdown is 1.5 mat a radial distance of 8 metres from a well after 
two hours of.pumping. On the basis of Theis' non-equilibrium equation, determine the pumping time for 
the same drawdown (1.5 metre) at radial distance of 20 metres from the well. 

[Hint. Follow example 16.7] [Ans. 12.5 hours] 

4. Distinguish with sketches if necessary, the difference between an unconfined and a confined 
aquifer. Derive a formula for discharge of a well in a homogeneous unconfined aquifer assuming 
equilibrium flow condition; state the assumptions on which the formula is based. (Engg. Services, 1969) 

5. (a) What is Dupuit' s equation? State the assumptions that enter in its development. Explain 
the Theis' formula. What is well function? · (£ngg. Services, 1967) 

(b) Explain the following terms : 
(i) Aquifer, .. 

(ii) Aquiclude, 

(iii). Capillary fringe, 

(iv) Equilibrium drawdown, 
(v) Specific yieid, and, 

(vi) Perched watertable. 

6. (a) Explilin the following : 
(a) Vadose water, 
(b) Pellicular water; 

(c) Artificial recharge; 

(d) Non-equilibrium equation; and 

(Engg. Services, 1967) 

(e) Coefficient of storage. (Engg. Services, 1968) 

. (b) A 30 cm dia well penetrates 20 m below the static watertable. After 24 hours of pumping at 
--·-·5ouo1Itrespermirmte-;·t1re-water·level-in·a-tesnvelhH00-m-away"is-.loweFed-by-0,Sm;-andci.n-a.well at 

30 m away, the drawdown is 1 m. What is the transmissibility of the aquifer? 
[Hint. Follow example 16.5] 
7. (a) Explain : 

(i) Specific retention of a soil 

(ii) Specific yield of an aquifer 

(iii) Storage coefficient of an aquifer 
(iv) Specific capacity of a well. (Engg. Services, 1972) 

(b) Step drawdown test was cauied out in a well constructed to give.a yield of 2300 litres per minute. 
The data obtained is given below. Dete!ll).ine the well loss and efficiency of the well. 
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Yield in l.p.m. 

1230 

1840 

2460 

3070 

4080 

6130 

Drawdown·in metre~ 

3.72 
. 5.65 

7.62 

9;62 

13.07 

20:21 

(Engg. Services, 1972) 

8. (a) State Dilpuit's assumptions for obtaining general equations governing ground water flow. 
Derive an expression for the confined aquifer. How can the expression be used to evaluate the aquifer 
pemieability? 

(b) A well penetrating an aquifer which is ilnderlain and overlain by inpermeable layers was tested with 
a uniform discharge of 1000 litres/min. The steady state drawdowns measured in two observation wells which 
were at 1 ni and 10 m radial distances from the centre of the pumped well were 13.40 m and 4.2m, 
respectively. Determine the hydraulic properties of the aquifer, if its saturated thickness is 10 m. 

[Ans. Transmissibility = 0.0398 m2 /min. 
Hydraulic conductivity= 0.00398 m/min.] 

9. A 10 cm diameter well was pumped at a uniform rate of 500 litres/min., while observations of 
drawdown were made in an observation well located at a distance of 50 m from the well. The original 
head of water, measured from the top of the impervious. layer was 25 m. The hydraulic conductivity of 

the aquifer was 1.83 x 1 o-3 m/min. Determine the drawdown at the face of the well, using Dupuit-Thiem 
equation, and assuming that the flow to the unconfined aquifer is under steady state. [Ans. 20 m) 

10. Write short notes ori any four of the following: 
(i) Infiltration wells and infiltration galleries_. 

(iii) Darcy's law for measuring velocity of ground water flow. 

(iv) Permeability and transmissibility ll!ld their relationship. 

(v) Measuring the yield of underground water sources. 

__ (vi) _Surface of seepag_e and free su~ace curve. 

(viii) Cavity formation fo dug wells. 

(fa:) Wells and Tubewells 

11. (a} Differentiate between shallow dug wells and deep dug wells. How are dug Well constructed? 

.(b) Enumerate the methods. which.are used for determining the yield of dug wells. Discuss briefly 
any one of these methods. · 

12. What is meant by tubewells ? What are their types ? Describe the widely used type of tubewell 
with a neat sketch. What are the approximate values of the average yield and depth of such a tubewell ? 

13. (a) Enumerate the different methods Whichare used .for drilling tubewells. Discuss aqy one of 
these methods in details. · · · · · 

(b) Discuss briefly the design principles involved in the design of a strainer type of a tubewell. 

(c) What is the average life of tubewells and what are the reasons for their failure ? What remedies 
will you suggest for increasing their life ? 

14. Write short notes on any four of the following : 
(i) Shaifow and Deejftubewens; 

(ii) Artificial recharge of groundwater; 

(iii) Groundwater prospecting; 

(iv) Development of tubewells; 

(v) Well screens; 

(vi) Gravel pack slotted pipe tubewells; 

(vii) Design of gravel pack; 

(viii) Surface and subsurface sources of water. 




